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OSCAR N. SERBEIN, JR. gives all the facts and figures and tells of the many ways 
Americans pay for thelr medical care. He goes Into every type of medical 
payment plan, into the role of business in providing medical care, and into 
government programs. There is a detailed examination of the general health of 
4mericans. an evaluation of problem areas and of prebention. and a prediction 
of future developments. $7.00 
C lVlL - Ml'lTARY RELATIONS 
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
THE SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL has prepared thib unique guide to 
information about the coordination of military, industrial, and diplomatic 
mobilization. I t  lists and describes recent hooks, pamphlets. government publi- 
cations, and articles in periodicals on civil-military relations. paper, $2.00 
The newest issue of this UNITED NATIONS publication contains 578 pages and 
182 tables relating to demographic, economic, financial. ~ocial .  and cultural 
subjects. l los t  tables cover a twenty-year period. through 1952 or the first half 
of 1953. Tables of conversion factors and alphabetiral subject and country 
indexes arp proticled. cloth, $7.50; paper, $6.00 
THE ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF S p l N o R s  
CLAUDE C. CHEVALLEY presents a unified treatment of spinor theory. He dis- 
cusses quadratic forms and orthogonal groups, Clifford algebras and spinors; 
spinors for forms of maximal index; geometric applications to the study of linear 
varieties on a quadratic cone; the principle of triality. and the Cayley-Dickson 
algebra of octonions. Several concepts introduced here should be useful in 
further research on spinors. Columbin Bicentenninl Editions ond Studies. $3.75 
YEARBOOK ON 
INTERNATIONAL T RADE STATISTICS 1952 
This UNITED NATIONS publication has detailed statistics for 70 countries (as 
against 52 in the 1951 issue) covering about 97% of world trade. Special tables 
show world trade according to regions and countries in United States dollars and 
world and regional quantum and unit value indexes of exports. paper, $4.00 
Please Mention Special Libraries When Answering Advertisements 
iVs the 
new 
Microcard 
Reader 
Latest design plus new knob 
ectivated card moving mech- 
enism guarantees easy, clear 
readsbility.Card holder auto- 
matically opens for insertion, 
closes and holds Microcards 
firmly and always in"square." 
For complete infor- 
mation and price list 
of all models. write 
N O  EYE STRAIN, PAGE AFTER PAGE 
O F  EFFORTLESS, E A S Y  R E A D I N G .  
Libraries, public or private, throughout 
the country are adopting the new Micro- 
card Reader for the quick, easy, convenient 
way to serve their readers. Books, charts, 
records, documents, etc. previously pre- 
served by Microcards are enlarged 26 times 
and centered on a screen 974" x 10%". 
Focussing knob quickly brings type into 
sharp clean focus, control knobs locate 
desired page with a minimum of movement. 
The Model 6 k  (illustrated) has fast F1.5 
lens and wide angle screen . . . $255.00 
The model 6 has an F3.5 lens for softer 
light, and Fresnel type screen . . . $245.00 
THE MICROCARD CORPORATION 
READER D I V I S I O N  
B O X  314B LACROSSE. WISCONSIN 
Arrangements haw been made w i t b  Kodalr Lrd d England to produce a similar reader. 
Please Mention Special Libraries When Answering Advertisements 

APPLETON-CENTURY-CROFTS announces 
AxewWqfqhezce W& 
a guide to world knowledge based on 
the names that have made the news from the 
dawn of history to the present day. 
THE NEW CENTURY 
-Seven years in preparation. .  . 
costing over $500,000. . . the work of 
CLARENCE L. BARNHART and hundreds 
of specialists. 
-The first single, complete, authori- 
tative source of information, arranged 
by name, about people, events, places, 
ideas, achievements, art, literature, 
music, etc. 
-A milestone m the organization 
and presentation of human knowledge. 
Over 100,000 entries, over 1,000,000 
specific facts, alphabetically arranged, 
with 20,000 cross references. 
A whole library in a single 
comprehensive work 
1. A literary handbook with authors, liter- 
ary works and fictional characters. 
2. A companion to world history with essen- 
tial information on statesmen, generals, 
wars, battles, treaties, dynasties, etc. 
3. A pronouncing gazetteer which locates 
and identifies thousands of places, with lat- 
est statistics on populations and areas. 
4. A biographical dictionary of personages 
past and present in every phase of human 
endeavor. 
5. A pronouncing dictionary of foreign 
names from every period and culture. 
6. A source book of names and places from 
legend and mythology. 
7. A Biblical guide. 
Three beautiful volumes 
Each volume 7y2" x 11" x 234". Hand- 
some, durable library binding. Gold stamp- 
ing. 4370 pages. Pre-publication price 
$34.50. (After March 22, $39.50) 
APPLETON-CENTURY-CROFTS 
35 West 32nd St., New York 1, N. Y. 
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
"Putting Knowledge to Work" 
THE FORTY-FIFTH ANNUAL SLA CONVENTION WILL TAKE PLACE 
MAY 17-20, 1954 AT THE NETHERLAND PLAZA HOTEL, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
OFFICERS 
President 
MRS. LUCILE L. KECK 
Joint Reference Library, Chicago, Ill. 
First Vice-president and President-Elect 
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Atlas Powder Company, Wilmington, Del. 
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PUBLICATIONS 
Aviation Subject Headings. 1949 $1.75 
A Brief for Corporation Libraries. 1949 $1.75 
Classification Scheme and Sub- 
ject Headings List Loan Col- 
lection of SLA. Rev. Ed. 1951 $1.50 
Contributions Toward A Special 
Library Glossary. 2nd Ed. 1950 $1.25 
Correlation Index Document Series 
and PB Reports. 1953 $10.00 
Creation and Development of an 
Insurance Library. Rev. Ed. 1949 $2.00 
Directory of Special Libraries. 1953 $10.00 
Fakes and Forgeries in the Fine 
Arts. 1950 $1.75 
Map Collections in the U. S. and 
Canada 1954 $3.00 
Nicknames of American Cities, 
Towns and Villages Past and 
Present. 1951 $2.00 
Numerical Index to the Bibli- 
ography of Scientific and In: 
dustrial Reports, Vols. 1-10. 1949 $10.00 
SLA Directory of Members. 1951 $4.00 
Social Welfare: A List of Sub- 
ject Headings in Social Work 
and Public Welfare. 1937 $1.00 
Source List of Selected Labor 
Statistics. Rev. Ed. 1953 $2.00 
Subject Headings for Aeronaut- 
ical Engineering Libraries. 1949 $4.00 
Technical Libraries, Their Or- 
ganization and Management. 1951 $6.00 
Visual Presentation. Our Library. 1953 $10.00 
OFFICIAL JOURNAL 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
a 
SPONSORED PERIODICAL 
TECHNICAL BOOK REVIEW INDEX 
Subscription, $7.50 a year 
($8.00 Foreign) 
MEMBERSHIP DUES SCHEDULE: Institutional, 
$30; Active, $10; Associate, $5; Student, 
$2; Sustaining, $50; Life, $250. 
For qualifications, privileges and further 
information, write to the Executive Secre- 
tary, Special Libraries Association, 3 1  East 
Tenth Street, New York 3, N. Y. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES, published monthly Sep- 
tember to April, bi-monthly May to August, 
by Special Libraries Association, Editorial 
Offices, 3 1  East Tenth Street, New York 3, 
N. Y. Publication Office: Rea Buildmg, 
104 Second Avenue, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS: $7 a year; foreign $7.50; 
single copies 75 cents. 
MANUSCRIPTS submitted for publication must 
be typed, double space, on only one side of 
the paper. Mail manuscripts to Editor. 
REPRINTS may be ordered immediately prior 
to or following publication. Send reprint 
orders to Executive Secretary. 
Entered as second-class matter February 5, 1947, at the Post Office in Pittsburgh. Pa.. under 
the Act of March 3. 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in the 
Act of February 28. 1925, authorized February 5. 1947 
Special Libraries 
OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF T H E  SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
Indexed i n  Industrial Arts Index, Public Affairs Information Service, and Library Literature 
C O N T E N T S  
FEATURE ARTICLES 
. . . .  Map Information Reference Service BILL M. WOODS 
Mills Memorial Library of the School of Law 
of New York University . JULIUS J. MARKE 
Employment of Sheet Film for Newspaper Clippings 
EUGENE B. POWER 
Information Searching for Industry: 
Personnel and Tools . MARJORIE R. HYSLOP 
Cincinnati Libraries . . . . . . . . . .  ROSCOE C. EADS 
American Institute of Architects Library . GEORGE . PETTENGILL 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
Preliminary Convention Program . . . . . . . . . . . .  
President's Message: Visits to Southern Chapters . LUCILE L. KECK 
SLA Publications, Cumulative Statement, December 31, 1953 . . 
DEPARTMENTS 
From Foreign Journals (Karl A. Baer), 125 
Have You Heard, 129; Off the Press, 133; Calendar, 134 
Editorial Board 
Chairman : ALMA CLARVOE MITCHILL CHESTER M. LEWIS ERNEST F. SPITZER 
E x  Officio: LUCILLE JACKSON 
Editorial Staff 
Editor: DORA RICHMAN 
Business Manager: MARIAN E. LUCIUS 
Regional Representatives 
MIDDLE W E S T :  MARION E. WELLS W E S T :  ISABELLE M. FROST 
S O U T H :  MRS. LOUISE MARTIN C A N A D A :  GRACE REYNOLDS 
Papers published i n  SPECIAL LIBRARIES express the  views o f  the  authors, and do not represent 
the  opinion or the policy of the  editorial staff or the  publisher. Contents, copyright, 1954, 
b y  Special Libraries Association, 31 East 10th Street, New  Y o r k  3, New York .  
New Books for Special Libraries 
Ethics in a Business Society 
By MARQUIS W. CHILDS and DOUGLASS CATER 
This book, deriving from the recent six-volume series on The Ethics and 
Economics of Society sponsored by the National Council of Churches, is a 
brilliant interpretation of that monumental study. I t  defines for the general 
reader the vital role of ethics in modern economic life. At a time when the 
growth of industrialism has greatly increased the complexity of applying ethical 
principles, it brings the broad problems of faith into the immediate area of 
daily life and thought. Coming March 17th. $2.75 
Financial Public Relations 
For the Business Corporation 
By HERMAN S. HETTINGER 
Vice President, D. M. S.  Hegarty & Associates, Inc. 
The first complete guide to public relations principles and procedures in the 
financial aspects of modern corporate activity. On whom should the program 
be focused? How should periodic and annual reports be prepared? Whet 
information should such reports contain and how should they be distributed? 
What is the role of the press in a financial public relations program? To such 
questions this book provides concrete answers designed to key business policy 
to the informing of stockholders, employees and the financial community in 
general. $3.50 
The Impact of Strikes 
Their Social and Economic Costs 
By NEIL W. CHAMBERLAIN and JANE M. SCHILLING 
Yale Labor and Management Center 
When is a "national emergency" strike seriously costly to the public? In this 
companion to his recent Social Responsibility and Strikes, Professor Chamberlain 
undertakes to answer this question. Examining in turn the impact of actual 
strikes in three major industries: coal, railroads and steel, he develops systematic 
standards for determining the public cost of a nation-wide strike, and offers an 
important new proposal for realistic legislation and action to safeguard the 
interests of both the public and the parties involved in future labor-management 
conflicts. $4.00 
AT YOUR BOOKSTORE OR FROM 
- 49 E. 33rd St. HARPER & BROTHERS New York 16, N.Y. 
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( Map Information Reference Service:" 
BILL M. WOODS 
I Map Librarian, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
IBRARY ADMINISTRATORS have been L heard to say, "We can't give any 
reference service with maps. We haven't 
a trained map librarian, we have only 
a small collection of several thousand 
maps, and we haven't the money, time, 
or space to enlarge the collection." I t  is 
possible, however, for a library to pro- 
vide an excellent map reference service 
and yet not have a map librarian, an 
overflowing purse, unlimited staff time, 
nor bulging map cases. The map refer- 
ence service of a library can be good 
even though there may not be a map 
in the library. 
How can this be accomplished? The  
answer is simple: by supplying map 
information. 
Conservative estimates have placed 
the annual crop of new or revised map 
titles all the way from 25,000 to 60,000. 
Even the Library of Congress Map Di- 
vision which has over two million items, 
and which describes its collecting as 
comprehensive, doesn't pretend to ac- 
quire all published maps. Many maps 
never find their way into library files. 
Outside the federal government prob- 
ably no more than four or five libraries 
in this country have map collections 
numbering over 100,000 items. The rea- 
sonable average annual acquisitions in 
these larger collections is usually no 
more than 10,000 to 15,000 maps. 
No map librarian, library adminis- 
rrator, or map user has yet declared 
that a recognizable ratio exists between 
the size of the map collection and the 
quality of the reference service. The 
greater the volume the likelier it is that 
maps answering specific needs will be 
':' Paper presented before the Geography 
and Map Division at the 44th Annual Con- 
vention of Special Libraries Association in 
Toronto, Canada, June 25, 1953. 
found, and time, space, funds, and a 
trained map librarian can do wonders 
in building a useful map collection. But 
regardless of size, regardless of annual 
acquisitions, regardless of time and staff 
or funds, a great number of requests for 
maps cannot be filled. 
Recognizing that map reference ser- 
vice is expensive (one large library 
spends approximately three dollars and 
fifty cents per user), a substitute plan 
is suggested here. For the library with 
a map collection this plan may be con- 
sidered as an adjunct to any present 
program. By supplying map informa- 
tion, a library can provide a valuable 
reference service. 
Definition 
Whaf is mav information? 
I t  means informing the geologist that 
a geologic map of the Walla Walla, 
Washington, area is available on the 
scale of 1:48,000 in a 1933 USGS open 
file report; or informing the highway 
engineer that aerial photographs of all 
or parts of Santa Rosa County, Florida, 
were flown by the Production and Mar- 
keting Administration in 1942, by the 
Air ForCe in 1944, by the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey in 1945, by the Soil 
Conservation Service in 1946, and again 
for the east half of the county by the 
Production and Marketing Administra- 
tion in 1949 on the scale of 1:20,000 
with a camera with a 8.25-inch focal 
length lens; or informing the soil scien- 
tist that no soil survey has been made 
in Jasper County, Mississippi, since 
1907; or informing the historian that 
two atlases have been prepared for 
Morgan County, Colorado, one in 1913, 
another in 1936, and that the Library 
of Congress has both; or informing the 
geographer that the latest price for 
Rand McNally's physical-political map 
of California is twelve dollars; or in- 
forming the chi ldren ' s  l i b ra r i an  of 
eleven treasure maps copyrighted in 
1952; or informing the visitor that a 
nearby drugstore sells for thirty cents 
a 1953 map of the city. The user is told 
of maps available in the library, of 
maps available nearby, and of maps 
thzt can be ordered or consulted in 
other locations. In each instance the 
potential map user is supplied with 
map information. 
Sources 
What are the sources of map infor- 
mation? 
To the map librarian the sources may 
be the catalogs that keep him informed 
about new mapping materials, or the 
bibliographies he uses in everyday ref- 
erence work, or the indexes used for 
control of his collection. Five main 
sources or types of material can sup- 
ply most map information. These are: 
publishers' catalogs,  compi l ed  index 
maps, bibliographies, periodicals, and a 
union catalog. 
CATALOGS 
Publishers of mapping material fall 
into three groups : governments, com- 
mercial companies, and societies and 
trade associations. Catalogs of some 
kind are usually provided. The usual 
catalog from the government agency 
includes index maps showing areas cov- 
ered by maps in the varioum series, 
prices, and other description. These 
catalogs are sent usually without charge, 
but even when a price is quoted, as is 
true for many of the catalogs for for- 
eign agencies, it is usually less than a 
dolIar. Revised pages or periodic lists 
may keep them up to date. 
Several sources are useful for listing 
the names of foreign topographic, hy- 
drographic, or geologic mapping agen- 
cies. Foreign Maps by Olson and Whit- 
marsh, and Maps and Survey by Hinks, 
are good for t opograph ic  agencies.  
Zarur's Geography and Carfography for 
Census Purposes in Latin America lists 
all agencies in that area. Late issues of 
Orbis and Europa often give clues to 
national mapping agencies, as do the 
year books issued by many of the na- 
tional governments. Foreign students 
and visitors, too, are good sources of 
information. State, regional, and mu- 
nicipal agencies are noted in the "blue 
books" of the various states, in the 
Municipal Yearbook, and in similar 
publications. 
The Cafalog of Copyright Entries for 
Maps and Atlases for the past three 
years has included a useful list of 
American map and atlas publishers. 
Catalogs from the commercial dealers 
will be sent without charge usually, al- 
though it is often necessary to check 
to be sure that the latest edition has 
been received. 
Societal or association publishers pro- 
duce a smaller yet important quantity 
of maps. They usually issue announce- 
ments of new publications, and these 
should be kept on file. 
Also to be noted are catalogs or an- 
nouncements of ( 1 ) those dealers who 
will act as agents for the acquisition of 
foreign materials, (2 )  old map dealers, 
and (3 )  the equipment and supply 
dealers. The simplest method for han- 
dling all this material is an alphabetical 
arrangement in a vertical file. If back 
issues of the catalogs are to be kept, 
classification and cataloging as books 
is usually more satisfactory. 
INDEXES 
Index maps are of two general types: 
those which show the mapping done by 
a particular agency for a particular 
area (these are usually issued in cat- 
alog form as described above) or the 
second type which show the status of 
the mapping program for an area. Let's 
consider the second type. 
Gathering information about map and 
aerial p h o t o g r a p h  cove rage  for the 
United States is one of the functions of 
the Map Information Office of the Ge- 
ological Survey. Supplying this infor- 
mation to map users is another of its 
functions. Maps issued by this office 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
show the  status o f  topographic mapping 
on  both large and small scales, hori- 
zontal control, vertical control, aerial 
mosaics, and aerial photography. These  
maps are available without charge from 
the  Map  Information Office. 
Another particularly useful  set o f  
index maps consists o f  fourteen sheets 
showing t h e  coverage in aerial pho- 
tography available f rom t h e  various 
governmental and commercial agencies. 
T h i s  set is used t o  keep the  status map  
o f  the  United States u p  t o  date. T h e  
date and scale o f  the  photographs and 
the  focal length o f  the  camera lens 
used are all indicated. Ozalid prints o f  
these maps can be  purchased from the  
M a p  Information Office. T h e  Produc- 
tion and Marketing Administration has 
also issued a series o f  state index maps 
which show the  status and dates for 
their photography and an indication o f  
other photography also available. 
T h e  U .  S. Geological Survey has is- 
sued a series o f  Geologic M a p  Indexes 
compiled b y  Leona Boardman which 
covers forty-seven states. Each index 
includes references t o  dozens o f  both 
large and small scale geologic maps in 
publications o f  every sort. Alaska ge- 
ology is described on  a similar index 
prepared b y  E. H. Cobb. A single map  
o f  the  United States shows t h e  general 
status o f  geologic mapping. Topographic 
maps available for areas in  this country 
are delineated on  a Geological Survey 
index m a p  for each o f  t h e  states. T h i s  
service is o f  inestimable value where 
topographic maps are required. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
Numerous s p e c i a l  b i b l i o g r a p h i e s  
should be noted because o f  their useful- 
ness in supplying map  information. T h e  
a n n  u a 1 Bibliographic Cartographique 
Internationale records t h e  significant 
mapping o f  sixteen countries including 
the  United States. T w o  other publica- 
tions listing U .  S. mapping are t h e  Cat- 
alog o f  Copyright Entries, mentioned 
earlier, and Price List 53 for maps 
available f rom the  Superintendent o f  
Documents. Reference t o  separate maps 
and maps in publications is made in 
Current Geographical Publications o f  
the  American Geographical Society and 
in N e w  Geographical Literature and 
Maps o f  the  Royal Geographical So- 
ciety. Most available soil maps cover- 
ing the  United States are included in 
Bulletin number twenty-two, 1949, o f  
the  Highway Research Board o f  the  
National Research Council. River sur- 
veys  made b y  t h e  U S G S  are described 
in the  Water-Supply Paper 995, revised 
t o  Ju ly  1, 1947. 
Numerous publications and activities 
o f  the  M a p  Division o f  the  Library o f  
Congress are extremely valuable for 
supplying m a p  information. Mrs. Clara 
LeGear's United States Atlases which 
lists atlases o f  all states, counties, and 
cities held b y  the  Library o f  Congress, 
and volume t w o  ( n o w  published) for 
similar atlases in other libraries heads 
the  list. T h e  early works o f  Phillips, 
A List o f  Geographical Atlases and A 
List o f  Maps o f  America, t h e  descrip- 
tion o f  t h e  Lowrey collection, and the  
recent Marketing Maps  o f  the United 
States are other examples o f  useful  
compilations. For many  years the  M a p  
Division has maintained a Bibliography 
o f  Cartography which now includes 
more than 45,000 references in the  
field o f  cartography with special em-  
phasis on  historical cartography. Micro- 
film copies o f  the  bibliography can be 
purchased f r o m  the  Library o f  Congress. 
PERIODICALS 
Briefly, periodicals which regularly 
supply m a p  information include t h e  
Military Engineer, the  Professional Ge- 
ographer, the  Bulletin o f  t h e  Geogra- 
phy and M a p  Division o f  S L A ,  t h e  
Journal o f  Geography, and Surveying 
and Mapping. 
UNION CATALOG 
Finally, a union catalog o f  maps is 
suggested as a tool for the  m a p  refer- 
erence librarian. At the  University o f  
Illinois M a p  Library a subscription has 
been placed for all o f  the  Library o f  
Congress proof sheets for printed cards 
for materials appearing in the  "G" 
M A R C H ,  1954 
classification. In addition to maps and 
atlases, materials in the fields of geogra- 
phy, anthropology, and physical educa- 
tion, of interest to libraries in those 
fields, are included. The subscription 
cost to the University of Illinois Map 
Library for these materials, for the cal- 
endar year, 1953, was $36.60. This 
figure varies, however, as the cost is on 
a piece basis. 
These slips are used for information 
on new maps and atlases which may be 
acquired for the library. All others are 
added to the union catalog where they 
are arranged by area and date. Also 
filed in the union catalog are slips for 
several hundred OSS maps not in the 
library's collection. 
Supplying Information 
A specific illustration of how indexes 
can provide information to the map 
user and be a substitute when sufficient 
funds are not available for purchase of 
materials may be illuminating. 
Only 289 topographic sheets on the 
scale of 1:62,500 are needed to pro- 
vide coverage for Illinois. These would 
cost $46.24. Or, if the series were com- 
pleted, 1,156 sheets at 1 : 24,000 could 
be purchased for $184.96. The neces- 
sary investment for complete coverage 
in aerial photographs is large by con- 
trast, for aerial photographs are among 
the most expensive of mapping ma- 
. terials as the average price for the 
1:20,000 contact prints which covers 
four square miles is sixty-five cents. 
From 1947 to 1951 new photography 
was flown for forty-seven counties. To 
provide stereoscopic coverage of the 
state 17,023 prints would be required. 
At the current county price, (40 cents 
per print), this would mean a total cost 
of over $6,800. In 1952 photography 
for an additional sixteen counties was 
flown, and the cost of these approxi- 
mately 5,500 prints required for stereo- 
scopic coverage would be nearly $2,500. 
More than $9,300 would be necessary 
to get photographs for sixty-three of the 
102 counties. Possibly another $5,800 
would be required to purchase new ad- 
ditional photography as flown. In all, 
an investment of over $15,000 would 
be required to purchase new aerial 
photographs of the state. 
The need for aerial photographs at 
the University of Illinois is great. Ex- 
tensive use is made of the file of over 
18,000 prints (dated from 1938 to 
1941) providing physical coverage for 
the entire state. 
In 1951 a study of the need for the 
new prints was made. Money for their 
purchase was not available. The prac- 
tical decision was made to acquire the 
county photo indexes for all the new 
photography and prints for a few se- 
lected areas. The indexes with the use 
of a powerful reading glass do provide 
photo coverage. Their important use, 
however, has been to provide order in- 
formation to users needing up-to-date 
prints. The decision to spend $159.50 
for the indexes contrasted with the esti- 
mated cost of $9,300 for the prints was 
a realistic one. 
Summary 
How can map informafion be sup- 
plied? 
Map information as a reference ser- 
vice at the University of Illinois is sup- 
plied in a number of ways including 
(1)  a short guide to the collections; 
(2)  a brief description of facilities; 
(3 )  special class lectures, (ten in 1952- 
1953); (4 )  bi-monthly acquisi t ions 
lists; (5) tours conducted for some 200 
persons; (6)  a twenty-five minute tele- 
vision demonstration; ( 7 )  informal ex- 
hibits; (8 )  bibliographies prepared for 
several special research projects; and, 
of course, (9 )  personal contacts wher- 
ever possible. 
It may be less effort to partially an- 
swer a query by supplying a map on 
hand than to completely answer the 
query by supplying information about 
a map which meets the need precisely. 
Obviously, good reference service of 
any type is based on providing the 
exact information required. 
Supplying map information is sug- 
gested as a starting point in providing 
map reference service. 
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The Mills Memorial Library 
of the 
School of Law of New York University 
JULIUS J. MARKE 
Law Librarian, New York University School of Law, New York City 
J. J. MARKE deans of several 
law schools around the country. The 
reply from Cornell was quite amusing 
and perhaps rational. Start with squash 
courts and then add as many rooms as 
your building funds would allow. Other 
replies of varying significance were re- 
ceived, the consensus being to start with 
the library. It was decided, however, to 
start our planning with the elevators. 
After being located on the top floors 
of a ten story building for over fifty 
years, our main thought was to "escape 
the tyranny of elevators", as it was so 
aptly described by our dean. By that 
he meant the excessive cost of mainte- 
nance, both staff and mechanical. There- 
fore, it was considered desirable to plan 
a low building and, if feasible, to limit 
student traffic to the lowest possible 
parts of the building. 
The main groupings of classrooms 
were placed on the second floor and the 
problem of the location of the library 
was resolved in favor of the first floor. 
The principal objection to its location 
on the first floor was the possibility of 
traffic noise from the busy city streets. 
In favor, was.the aspect of general ac- 
cessibility, and the excessive cost of 
building buttressed bookstacks on up- 
per levels. The result was a reading 
room on the first floor and stacks in the 
basement and in the sub-basement.  
Street noises were eliminated by the 
use of double, glazed windows which 
never need be opened due to the year 
round air conditioning. 
Combining the latest improvements 
in lighting, air conditioning and acous- 
tical treatment with functional archi- 
tectural beauty, it is believed that the 
Mills Memorial Library is representa- 
tative of the best and most current 
thought on law library planning in the 
country today. 
The new law school building, (Ar- 
ther T. Vanderbilt Hall) is located on 
Washington Square in New York City 
and, in keeping with the Georgian col- 
onial style which predominates the 
Square, is a five story Georgian build- 
ing in the form of the letter H, with 
red brick walls and limestone trim. 
The main reading room of the law 
library is situated in the right wing of 
the main floor. To avoid the effect of a 
bowling alley, its two hundred feet 
length is divided into three units by 
means of columns and dropped ceilings 
where necessary. Its graceful propor- 
tions, walls of a "misty, grayed blue- 
green coloring", and specially woven 
fire-proof dyne1 fabric drapes in rich 
Florentine red, add up to impressive 
dignity and graciousness. The oak tables, 
chairs, bookcases and woodwork are 
finished in a "honey-blonde" hue. 
The room contains 374 chairs and 
43 specially designed tables, of which 
26 are 31/2 by 12 1/2 feet, and the rest 
somewhat shorter. After considering the 
arguments concerning superstructures 
on tables, it was decided that they 
were more in the nature of encum- 
brances and waste paper collectors and 
hence undesirable. The book capacity 
of the main reading room is approxi- 
mately 15,000 volumes. 
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An unusual feature of the main read- 
ing room is the Dean Sommer Reading 
Room located on the north end facing 
Washington Square Park. A handsome 
oval 18th century mahogany confer- 
ence table seating ten dominates the 
center of the room. Arranged in groups 
around the room are wing chairs, club 
chairs and occasional chairs upholstered 
in red, green and beige leather. The 
walls are painted a deeper tone of the 
same color found in the main reading 
room and this echoing of color is con- 
tinued on the massive pillars through- 
out. A warm beige, nubby material 
drapes the windows, casually suggest- 
ing the wood color of the tables and 
chairs in the main part of the library. 
A striking portrait of Dean Emeritus 
Sommer over a marble fireplace com- 
pletes the dCcor. The Dean Sommer 
room serves as a retreat for students 
desiring to relax momentarily from 
their intensive studies. Books on legal 
biography, bench and bar and legal his- 
tory are available on the open shelves 
for browsing. 
The charge desk protrudes into the 
reading room and to the right of the 
entrance. Although off-balance to the 
rest of the room, it is still in a strategi- 
cally desirable location as it allows the 
staff to survey the entire length of the 
room and to supervise ingress and 
egress. Special bins have been con- 
structed for the desk permitting read- 
ers to return books without affecting 
other activities going on. Built-in stor- 
age drawers for book cards, vertical 
file cabinets, and storage compartments 
add to the utility of the desk. Shelf 
space capable of holding a reserve col- 
lection of 2,000 books completes the 
arrangement. Immediately behind the 
charge desk is a small room which can 
be used for consultation and research 
by the reference staff. Adjacent to this 
private room is the librarian's office, 
enabling complete supervision by him 
of the activities at the desk. 
Immediately to the left of the en- 
trance and directly across from the 
charge desk is the card catalog en- 
closed in an alcove. Designed specially 
by Remington Rand, it contains 648 
trays, arranged in 54 rows of 12 trays 
in a row. Each tray is 16 inches deep. 
A storage capacity of 1,000,000 cata- 
logue cards was decided on to absorb 
the contemplated expansion of the li- 
brary collection for the next fifty years. 
This estimate was based on approxi- 
mately five cards to a title and 200,000 
titles. As the library uses a divided 
catalog, the card cabinets are lined 
up on two walls opposite each other 
to clearly demarcate the subject and 
author-title arrangement. Two high con- 
sulting tables with high chairs add to 
the effectiveness of the catalog above. 
Black marbleized rubber tile effec- 
tively covers the floor. Combined with 
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an acoustical ceiling, it has been possi- 
ble to cut down on the unavoidable 
noises resulting from normal activities 
in a library. 
Lighting is provided entirely by a 
complex of small spotlights which gives 
a full thirty-five candlepower at table 
height in all parts of the room with 
scarcely any glare or shadow. Our ex- 
perience indicates that this system is 
quite desirable, allowing for extended 
periods of intensive research with a 
minimum of eye fatigue. 
Before considering the arrangement 
of the stack floors, it should be noted 
that the law collection consists of ap- 
proximately 135,000 volumes and is 
shelved on five floors in the law school 
building. There is the main reading 
room and two floors of stacks directly 
underneath it. In addition, there is a 
faculty library on the third floor and a 
research library on administration of 
justice on the fourth floor. Although 
one's first reaction to such distribution 
may be unfavorable, this system of 
multiple working library units is our 
solution to the problem of satisfying 
the diverse research interests of the 
many projects and study programs of 
the law school, as well as a means of 
promoting self-research with attendant 
economies both to the researcher and 
the library budget. 
The library is presently designed to 
shelve 250,000 volumes. Facilities have 
been provided to double this capacity 
if necessary. I t  is not our intention, how- 
ever, to make the library the largest, 
but, rather, one of the best research 
law centers in the country. 
The two stack floors directly under 
the reading room feature 124 carrells, 
34 of which are sound-deadened for 
use as typing rooms. They are well- 
lighted, contain comfortable chairs and 
commodious shelf space, as well as a 
drawer that can be locked. The carrells 
have proven to be extremely popular 
as study space. It's a rare case to find 
any vacant ones after school hours. An- 
other reason for their popularity is that 
they are conveniently located near the 
very books required in the students' re- 
search. Graduate law students or stu- 
dents working on a specific law note 
may have carrells assigned to their 
private use for a limited period of time. 
The workrooms for technical pro- 
cesses are located on the first stack 
floor, natural light being obtained by 
the use of an English basement ar- 
rangement. A mechanical street elevator 
connected to the first stack floor and 
adjacent to the receiving room takes 
care of direct deliveries of heavy loads 
from the street level. 
After much discussion, it was decided 
to set up near the workrooms a special 
lounge for the library staff, containing 
refrigerator, stove, sink, storage bins for 
food and rest rooms, all pleasantly 
decorated and furnished. As a morale 
builder, it is of prime importance. Cer- 
tainly all planners of libraries should 
consider such a staff lounge as high on 
the priority list. 
Student lounges, directly off the stacks, 
take care of the student who must 
smoke. These lounges are in addition 
to the smoking room available on the 
main floor. 
The second stack floor is similar in 
arrangement to the first except that 
part of it is now being used to house a 
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graduate library collection of tax and 
labor law, as well as our famous United 
Nations collection. 
The third floor contains the major 
portion of the faculty offices. Therefore, 
the faculty library was placed on the 
third floor when it was realized that it 
would not be possible to arrange the 
faculty offices around the main library 
or stack floors. A combination faculty 
lounge and library, with Williamsburg 
blue walls and white book shelves, it is 
furnished like a library in a Georgian 
country home. I t  contains 15,000 books 
and several reading rooms. 
All the library quarters were de- 
signed with one thought - service. For 
that reason the reading rooms and 
stacks are all air-conditioned to permit 
ideal working conditions in all seasons. 
The problem of supervision and con- 
trol over so widely distributed an area 
was resolved in favor of unification of 
control and service. A pneumatic tube 
system for ordering books and two 
electric book lifts for delivering them 
connect all five floors. This allows for 
centralization in the reading room for 
the issuing and charging of books, no 
matter where the research is being ac- 
complished. Both faculty and student 
body have been instructed in the use 
of these devices and it should take no 
more than three to five minutes, de- 
pending on the location of the book in 
the stacks, to complete the process. The 
library staff can also depend on two 
self-service elevators, large enough to 
carry full-sized book trucks, as an aid 
in the distribution of library material 
over the five floors. 
One of the most important aspects of 
legal research at New York University 
is that the entire law collection, except 
for rare books and reserve books, is 
available to the student body on open 
shelves. We recognized the difficulties 
involved at  the planning stage of an 
open shelf arrangement, but decided in 
its favor anyway. I t  has proven most 
successful. The student body appre- 
ciates the privilege extended and has 
cooperated admirably. Loss of books 
has been negligible and actually no 
greater than when the stacks were close- 
ly supervised. Also, it has released the 
staff for the more important work of 
guidance in the research program. 
Students have no difficulty in locating 
books on the shelves as they have been 
classed by subject. An instruction sheet, 
containing an alphabetical listing of 
the more important subjects with call 
numbers, quickly orients the students 
and before long they are on their own. 
The open shelf arrangement allows the 
student to select his own material, a 
process which has been highly recom- 
mended by leading legal educators. 
After two years, the consensus of the 
faculty and staff is that we occupy 
highly desirable quarters. 
Based on the limitations imposed 
upon us at  the planning stage, we find 
that we made surprisingly few errors. 
A most satisfying judgment! 
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Julius J .  Marke, law librarian of New York University School of Law, and 
editor of A Catalogue of the Law Collection at New York University with Selected 
Annotations (1953), reviews briefly the recently published book on law libraries 
by Professor William R .  Roalfe. 
THE LIBRARIES OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION. A Study Prepared for the Survey of the Legal 
Profession under the Auspices of the American Bar Association. By William R. Roalfe. St. 
Paul, Minnesota: West Publishing Co., 1953. 471p. $6. 
The law librarian of Northwestern University sets forth in this study his findings and 
conclusions based on a personal inspection of ninety-four law libraries and correspondence with 
hundreds of others. The present state of book collections, quarters, furniture and equipment, 
personnel services, types of services rendered and public relations are described with accom- 
panying recommendations for improvement. Professor Roalfe discusses with expert under- 
standing the problems involved. Unfortunately, however, the survey does not include law 
school libraries due to their projected appearance in another report of the Survey - a most 
serious gap in the interpretation of statistics. An appendix features a bibliography of 150 
Survey reports prepared by Reginald H. Smith, director of the Survey. 
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The Use of Sheet Film for 
NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS:': 
EUGENE B. POWER 
President, University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
N EWSPAPER LIBRARIANS have a great responsibility in maintaining one 
of the most valuable sources of infor- 
mation available, the newspaper clip- 
ping file. Just as newspapers constitute 
the best day-to-day record of our civil- 
ization, so the clipping file is an equally 
valuable source of this same informa- 
tion. Moreover, its classified arrange- 
ment makes the information more read- 
ily accessible. 
Newsprint 
We are all familiar with the fate of 
bound volumes of newspapers printed 
on woodpulp paper where, regardless 
of conditions of storage, the paper slow- 
ly, inevitably and inexorably deterio- 
rates and becomes yellow and brittle. 
This is true in the United States at  
least, whether the volumes are wrapped, 
stored in a light-proof air-conditioned 
vault, or otherwise maintained. Use of 
files more than thirty years old, even 
though restricted, usually ends with 
part of the files on the floor in the form 
of bits and scraps of paper. 
There is something about this deteri- 
oration of newsprint which we still do 
not understand. Files of American papers 
thirty and forty years old are in good, 
usable condition in the British Museum 
newspaper depos i to ry  in Colindale, 
whereas the same paper in the United 
States is unusable. An examination of 
the file of the New York Herald-Tri- 
bune covering the years of the first 
World War revealed that in the United 
States this material is unusable, while 
the file at  Colindale shows practically 
no evidence of serious deterioration. All 
'3 Paper presented before the Newspaper 
Division at the 44th Annual Convention of 
Special Libraries Association in Toronto, Can- 
ada, June 24, 1953. 
of this points toward the need for fur- 
ther analysis of storage conditions and 
the aging factors in newsprint. 
Be that as it may, newsprint does 
deteriorate, and the clippings which go 
to make up a newspaper morgue are 
no exception. The clipping file is ac- 
tually much more vulnerable than the 
bound file, for the individual items 
must be unfolded, straightened, read, 
and folded back again - a procedure 
which is almost fatal to brittle paper. 
The current New York Times file is a 
notable exception, since for years its reg- 
ular rag paper edition has been clipped. 
Since the New York Times is discon- 
tinuing its rag paper edition, it faced 
the universal problem: only copy on 
regular newsprint would be available to 
clip. This impending change and its 
attendant problems led to an investi- 
gation as to whether microfilm, which 
has solved the problem of bound file 
preservation so admirably, could some- 
how be adapted or modified for effec- 
tive use with morgue clippings. 
Obviously roll microfilm is not suit- 
able for this use. Once the material has 
been photographed and put into a roll 
it is fixed and final, for no additions can 
be made to it short of adding another 
roll. I t  would be awkward to have to 
consult three or four different rolls to 
get the data on a given subject, and 
this precludes the use of roll microfilm 
for a live file to which current data 
must be added. It  is this characteristic 
of roll microfilm which is one of its 
limiting factors. 
Consideration was then given to the 
use of 35mm microfilm inserted into 
acetate jackets so that each story could 
be filed alphabetically, and so that ad- 
ditions could be made from time to 
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time. These jackets serve to convert the 
film from roll to card form so that the 
original roll film is thus endowed with 
the advantages of the card file. The 
jackets, manufactured by Filmsort, Inc., 
have the additional feature that indi- 
vidual frames can be added from time 
to time so the file may be kept up to 
date. There is no reason why 35mm 
film used in this way would not be 
practical for most clipping files. 
The New York Times discarded this 
idea, however, since it wished to use a 
reduction ratio of not more than four- 
teen times in order to have a clearly 
legible image on the screen. The area 
of copy which can be covered at this 
reduction ratio on 35mm film is about 
17 by 22 inches. Further, Chester Lewis, 
librarian of the New York Times, pre- 
ferred viewing the entire contents of a 
file folder on any given subject, spread 
out and projected at  one time on the 
screen. These requirements prohibited 
the use of 35mm film since the area 
covered by a single frame was too 
small, the reduction ratio was too high, 
and there was no reading machine avail- 
able with a 30- by 40-inch screen size. 
Use of 70mm Film 
Since University Microfilms had re- 
cently completed the microfilming on 
70mm film of more than 1,000,000 
drawings for the U. S. Army, it was 
natural to consider this approach as a 
possible solution to the New York 
Times problem. With 70mm film it is 
possible to photograph and arrange a 
27- by 38-inch area of copy at  a reduc- 
tion ratio of not more than ten times 
and get it all on one frame. At this re- 
duction ratio the resulting image is 
clear and sharp. Further, with such a 
large area available, as many as thirty 
or forty clippings could be put on a sin- 
gle frame, sufficient to accommodate 
the contents of all but the largest files. 
This single piece of film could then be 
inserted into an acetate envelope iden- 
tified on the outside with names, dates 
or accession numbers, and filed as an 
ordinary catalog card in a 3- by 5-inch 
file. Experiments with sample layouts 
of clippings of various ages and sizes 
and at different reduction ratios veri- 
fied our early hopes for the method. 
How to read them effectively still re- 
mained a problem. 
Reader 
A series of discussions with Micro- 
tronics Corporation resulted in the de- 
velopment of a microfilm reader of 
special design which could be operated 
conveniently by the user and which 
would project the whole of a 70mm 
frame area - 2 7/s by 3 l/2 inches - at 
one time, on a large opaque screen, 36 
by 48 inches. 
The opaque screen type of reader 
was preferable to the glass or trans- 
lucent screen from two basic points of 
view: The  projected image is sharper 
since it does not have to pass through 
the diffusion layer which is necessary 
with the glass screen type. Further, 
there is an absence of the eyestrain 
found with the glass screen reader, 
where the user must look through glass 
directly into the light. 
Evidence of this is the great popular- 
ity of the Kodagraph Model MPE. 
Where these reading machines have 
been installed the user preference for 
them is overwhelming. Further, since 
much of the copy was old and some- 
times poorly printed, it was necessary 
that the projected image be as sharp 
as possible. This required a source of 
light in abundant volume, which we 
found could be supplied with a 500 
watt headlight type bulb. 
Another problem lay in the size of 
the frame to be covered, necessitating 
the use of a lens of 6 inches focal 
length. This in turn required a throw of 
96 inches to get a 14-1 enlargement 
ratio, and the need, inevitably, for a 
large reading machine. 
When suitable samples had been pre- 
pared a demonstration was arranged 
with Mr. Lewis and Mr. Arthur Hays 
Sulzberger, president and publisher of 
the New York Times, and a makeshift 
reader was used. Approval and author- 
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'l'lrc Vrrc Yo? 1, Timc 9. 
Specially designed 70mm microfilm reader. 
ization to go ahead resulted in the read- 
ing machine that has just been com- 
pleted and installed. 
The 70mm microfilms are placed in 
acetate envelopes which can be inserted 
in the reading machine and read with- 
out removal from the envelope, thus 
protecting t h e m  f rom finger marks, 
scratches, etc. The identification is writ- 
ten on the white strip which is printed 
at  the time the envelope is made. The 
ink used for identification is a special 
formula of acetate ink, and once written 
cannot be removed. Since the envelopes 
are inexpensive, they can be readily re- 
placed if necessary. Also, the identify- 
ing data is lettered on the original sheet 
of copy before it is photographed, so it 
need never be misfiled. 
The reading machine is designed so 
that the user can survey at  one time all 
of the articles contained in a folder 
much more easily than by consulting 
the original clippings, where it is neces- 
sary to unfold each one, check its date 
and content, and fold it up again. Here 
on a large screen the user has the whole 
history of the subject before him. 
I t  should be realized, however, that 
this reader is not portable. I t  must be 
built to order, installed wheie it is going 
to be used, and left there. The optical 
system includes a brilliant source of 
light, and stria-free condensers, all of 
which combine with the opaque screen 
to project an image of unusual sharp- 
ness and clarity. The projector head is 
located conveniently so that films can 
be easily inserted and removed. 
Experience has shown that with a 
reduction ratio of twelve times the re- 
sults are good. They are much better 
with a reduction of ten times, and this 
will be used. Also a date or paragraph 
may be read from the film directly 
with the use of a ten times head lens, 
if desired, without using the reader. 
Cost 
While this procedure as a means of 
converting morgue files to microfilm is 
technically possible and practical, it is 
not a cheap process. 
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The clippings must be laid out and 
carefully tacked with acetate tape in 
sequence, and with few wrinkles, to a 
black backing sheet of proper size. A 
quantity of these sheets is then shipped 
to University Microfilms where they 
are photographed under glass on 70mm 
film. A positive is made from the nega- 
tive, then cut up, put in envelopes and 
identified. The negative is left intact in 
reel form. I t  is used for duplication 
only, whenever this becomes necessary. 
The positive is used for reading pur- 
poses. 
Mr. Lewis estimates that an average 
of thirty minutes per sheet is required 
for laying out the clippings. The mak- 
ing of the 70mm negative costs 13% 
cents for each sheet, and a positive ap- 
proximately 5 cents additional. 
The price of the specially built read- 
er is $2,200. 
Summary 
I t  is not an inexpensive procedure. 
However, the benefits are very mate- 
rial and seem well worth the expense. 
These might be summarized as follows: 
(1 )  Fragile and aging clippings are 
preserved against any further de- 
terioration. 
(2 )  The reduction in space required 
for these clippings is about 90 per 
cent. 
(3 )  The file can be kept up to date 
through a regular periodic pro- 
gram of filming new additions to 
the file. 
(4 )  Use of the morgue material is 
greatly speeded up and is much 
more convenient. 
(5)  By making additional positives it 
becomes possible to publish the 
highly classified and organized in- 
formation found only in a news- 
paper morgue in editions of from 
one to whatever number are want- 
ed. Thus copies of morgues could 
become a most valuable source of 
historical information in libraries. 
Here, for the first time, is a practical 
method of preserving newspaper clip- 
ping files on a reasonable basis. 
National Microfilm Association 
The National Microfilm Asso- 
ciation will hold its annual meet- 
ing in Cleveland, Ohio, at  the 
Hotel Carter on Thursday and 
Friday, April 1 and 2, 1954. The 
program will include papers and 
discussion covering all phases of 
the production, use and storage of 
micro-reproductions. A compre- 
hensive exhibit of microfilm equip- 
ment has been arranged and will 
include several newly developed 
items shown for the first time. 
A feature of the program will 
be the presentation at  the lunch- 
eon meeting on Friday, April 2, of 
the National Microfilm Associa- 
tion's Annual Award for Meritori- 
ous Service to the Microfilm In- 
dustry. A registration fee of $5 
will include a copy of the "Pro- 
ceedings." Further information may 
be secured from Vernon D. Tate, 
Executive Sec re t a ry ,  National 
Microfilm Association, 19 Lafay- 
ette Avenue, Hingham, Mass. 
NEWSPAPER MICROFILMING PROJECT. Cata- 
logue No. 4. Canadian Library Association. 
1954. 22p. Available on request from the 
Association's office, 46 Elgin Street, Ottawa, 
Canada. Lists of Canadian newspapers. 
UNION LIST OF MICROFILMS. upplement 
1949-1952. Edited by Eleanor Este Cam- 
pion. Revised, enlarged and cumulated ed. 
Philadelphia Bibliographical Center and 
Union Library Catalogue. Ann Arbor, Mich- 
igan: J. W. Edwards, 1953. 995p. $10. 
Accessions reported by 215 cooperating 
libraries in the U. S. and Canada from 
July 1, 1949 through July 31, 1952. 
The National Archives has issued a 98-page 
List of National Archives Microfilm Publica- 
tions noting Federal records of high research 
value available on microfilm to scholars, re- 
search institutions, and the general public at 
moderate cost through the National Archives 
microfilm publication program. More than 
4,600 rolls of microfilm, contain reproductions 
of over 3 million pages of records. Send re- 
quests to the Exhibits and Publications Sec- 
tion, National Archives, Washington 25, D. C. 
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Information Searching for Industry: 
Personnel and Tools 
Report on Industrial Library Conference 
MARJORIE R. HYSLOP 
Editor, Metals Review, American Society for Metals, Cleveland, Ohio 
NDUSTRIAL LIBRARY CONFERENCES held an- I nually a t  Case institute of Technology for 
the past three years are establishing a pattern 
of service to industry that continues to gain 
in popularity. Dr. T. Keith Glennan, Case 
president, welcomed a capacity audience to 
the Conference on Developments in Informa- 
tion Searching for Industry held November 
17, 1953. 
Dr. Glennan pointed out that the confer- 
ence this year was co-sponsored by Case's 
neighbor, Western Reserve University - a 
logical development, since Reserve's graduate 
School of Library Science is recognized as one 
of the nation's best. 
Later in the day Mary Frances Pinches, 
supervising librarian at  Case Institute (and a 
Reserve graduate), outlined the history and 
purpose of this series of conferences. The 
first one, held in 1951, was a practical effort 
to teach industrial firms without trained libra- 
ry service some of the basic rules of library 
procedure. At the second meeting, speakers 
drawn from industry presented their problems 
and some of the steps taken to solve them. 
This year's conference was designed to serve 
as a "meeting of minds" to consider the diffi- 
cult problem of training and recruiting per- 
sonnel for such specialized information service 
and also to describe some of the modern 
literature handling tools which depart from 
conventional library methods. 
Subject vs. Library Training 
The difficulty in securing good librarians for 
scientific and technical industries stems from 
the necessity for a background of knowledge 
in the scientific field involved; the relative 
merits of a formally trained librarian with 
only a general knowledge of the field as 
compared with a scientist or engineer without 
library training have been argued at many 
times and in many places. Jesse H. Shera, 
dean of the School of Library Science, Western 
Reserve University, who spoke on Training 
Librarians for Improved Service to Tech- 
nology,::: believes that the complex bibliogra- 
phic mechanisms available today require 
trained librarians to handle them. He also 
' W r .  Shera's paper is scheduled for publi- 
cation in the March 1954 issue of the "ALA 
Bulletin." The other papers presented at  this 
conference will appear in forthcoming issues 
of "American Documentation." 
believes that trends in library education have 
lagged behind the technical developments in 
the libraries themselves, and he presented 
several suggestions that might help not only 
to turn out properly trained personnel but to 
recruit the best kind of raw material into the 
library schools. 
Library Curriculum 
At the undergraduate level, Dr. Shera ad- 
vocates a general education with majors in the 
pure and applied sciences, but with only 
enough laboratory experience to give the stu- 
dent some insight into laboratory techniques. 
He advocated, in addition, a solid preparation 
in the principles of reasoning, logic, and the 
scientific method. Specialization in one field 
of science should not be carried to a point 
where a general knowledge of related fields is 
neglected. The graduate program should give 
one quarter of its curriculum to the subject 
of scientific specialization, with the other 
three quarters devoted to library training, sub- 
divided into three categories - acquisition of 
material, arrangements for retrieval, and use 
of material -- each to receive approximately 
equal attention. 
Dr. Shera closed by emphasizing the possi- 
bilities of cooperation between Case Institute, 
Western Reserve University -and local indus- 
tries to provide the latter with the best kind 
of scientific information service. 
The problem of handling the rapidly in- 
creasing stores of scientific and technical 
knowledge - a matter which has received 
much attention in recent years - was restated 
by the three morning speakers. Dr. Shera's 
introductory remarks pointed out that the ap- 
pearance of periodical literature in the last 
two centuries has changed the traditional con- 
cept of the library as a storehouse of books, 
each a personality, readily identified. Graphic 
records are now highly specialized and one 
cannot be substituted for another, as could 
the earlier textbooks. 
Research Expenditures 
James W. Perry, of Battelle Memorial In- 
stitute, speaking on Embalmed Knowledge in 
Research Planning, likewise emphasized not 
only the expanding volume of knowledge but 
its increasing complexity. These trends were 
illustrated by figures showing that expendi- 
tures for research have increased in this coun- 
try from $800 million in 1941 to almost $3 
billion in 1952. The volume of national prod- 
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uct as related to population figures has also 
taken a decided upward swing during this 
period, while figures comparing the number 
of lines in the Chemical Absfracfs subject in- 
dex over the years provided an even more 
startling illustration. The Annual Index to 
Chemical Abstracfs is now as large as the 
Decennial Index for the period 1907 through 
1916. Similarly, in 1910 the classification 
schedule in the patent office provided fourteen 
subclasses for dyeing, bleaching and related 
processes and products as against 200 sub 
and sub-subclasses today. 
Elmer Hutchisson, dean of the Faculty and 
director of Research and Graduate Divisions 
at  Case (A Continuing Index to Our Stock- 
pile of Knowledge), took an even broader 
view of the problem by dividing all knowledge 
into two general categories-accumulative and 
nonaccumulative. Perhaps the technologists 
are fortunate that most scientific knowledge 
falls into the accumulative class, which re- 
quires that uniform agreement can be reached 
as to what constitutes progress so that ob- 
solete knowledge can be discarded, much like 
a scaffolding as a building is constructed. This 
holds true for such branches of knowledge as 
mathematics, physics, chemistry and the nat- 
ural sciences. Examples of nonaccumulative 
knowledge are art, music, and international 
relations, for certainly no one can prove that 
modern art is an improvement over Michael- 
angelo, nor that nations know anything more 
about getting along together than they did in 
the time of Machiavelli. 
With the problem thus variously stated, 
the speakers were able to show how a number 
of tools and methods have been developed to 
cope with it. 
Use of Abstracts 
One tool, considered by Dean Hutchisson, 
is some form of abstracting to reduce the 
amount of reading one must do. In the field 
of physics he described some extensive studies 
carried out under the direction of the Ameri- 
can Physical Society with the assistance of the 
Office of Naval Research to improve, expand 
and correlate abstracting services in this field. 
One result of this project was that UNESCO 
established a committee on physics abstracting 
to promote international cooperation. Eventu- 
ally, an International Abstracting Board was 
set up which is working through the Interna- 
tional Council of Scientific Unions. At the 
present time this Board is confining its atten- 
tion to physics and to abstracting journals 
already existing in that field, although it is 
hoped that eventually other fields of scientific 
knowledge can also be studied. 
Accomplishments to date are promising, 
Dean Hutchisson said. Assuming that the 
content of the abstract is accurate and repre- 
sentative, the three most important further 
requirements of an abstracting service, accord- 
ing to the American Physical Society survey, 
are, in order: thoroughness of coverage, 
promptness, and adequate indexing. With a 
view to improving coverage and quality, gen- 
eral agreement has been reached that authors' 
abstracts should be used by the various 
physics abstracting services insofar as possi- 
ble, following the form recommended by the 
Royal Society of London. To close the time 
lag between publication of original papers 
and appearance of abstracts, arrangements 
have been made with many publishers of tech- 
nical journals to send advance page proofs to 
the physics abstracting services. The third 
matter of indexing is yet to be studied by the 
International Abstracting Board. 
The Board is composed of elected mem- 
bers plus representatives of abstract journals 
in the French and English languages. At the 
last meeting the addition of a member repre- 
senting a German abstract journal was recom- 
mended, The Spanish have also expressed an 
interest in the work of the Board. The Board 
is set up as an official organization in Belgium, 
and its executive committee is scheduled to 
meet once a year. 
Punched Cards 
The other tool considered in this program 
was the punched card. Mr. Perry presented 
an introduction and some general principles 
of this somewhat complicated device; Robert 
S. Casey of W. A. Sheaffer Penn Company 
summed up the present state of development 
of the manually handled card systems (Hand 
Punched Cards) and Eugene Garfield, Grolier 
Society Library Fellow, School of Library 
Science, Columbia University, described in de- 
tail an experimental machine system (Punched 
Cards in the Documentation of Technology), 
developed and tested at  the Medical Indexing 
Project, Johns Hopkins University. 
Mr. Perry pointed out that the new tools 
developed during the past few years for in- 
formation searching must not be regarded as 
cure-alls. Their efficient use requires careful 
appraisal of the practical requirements in a 
given situation. Manual punched-card sys- 
tems are useful for relatively narrow fields 
since the number of cards that can be facilely 
handled is limited. The range of usefulness 
of automatic systems based on I.B.M. equip- 
ment depends on its design and functional 
characteristics. Standard tabulating equip- 
ment, designed for accounting, requires that 
fixed areas be reserved in advance for each 
entry. General indexing of broad fields be- 
comes possible only with recently designed 
scanning machines which will be able to 
search for index entries regardless of where 
they may be punched in the card. 
One thing that scanning machines can do 
better than any other system of indexing is 
to conduct searches based on association of 
ideas in patterns either old or new. Taking 
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three indexing terms as an example, the ma- 
chine can select all literature references con- 
taining all three terms, or all references con- 
taining any one of the three, or all references 
containing two but not the third. The new 
I.B.M. scanning machine is designed to con- 
duct complicated logical routines of a much 
higher degree of complexity than seems likely 
to be required for actual literature searching 
operations. 
One thing the machine cannot do is inter- 
pret words. If you ask the machine to give 
you everything designated by the uncoded 
index entry "house", it  will not select when 
the uncoded entry "building" is encountered. 
This limitation makes it highly advantageous 
to devise a "machine language" or code which 
will provide for such class-inclusion relation- 
ships. In order that the more important 
generic terms may be available as reference 
points for defining searches, i t  is advantageous 
to construct the code as so as to take into 
account other important relationships of a 
whole-part, functional or attributive nature. 
Mr. Perry showed how such a code can be 
designed by giving an example based on the 
word "time". He showed a slide listing thirty- 
two terms, all related in some manner to the 
concept of time as exemplified by: "chron- 
ology, chronometer, clock, day, horology, hour, 
hour glass, isochronon, metronome, time bomb, 
time zone, year". The codes for these terms 
all include the four-letter combination "TIME." 
From this list, fifteen terms can be culled 
which represent devices having to do with 
time, such as "chronometer, clock, hour glass, 
metronome, time bomb". The codes for these 
terms include both "TIME" and "MACI" (the 
second four-letter combination representing 
the code for device). Finally the list was 
narrowed down to nine terms representing 
devices for measurement of time such as 
"chronometer, clock, hour glass". The codes 
for such terms include the four-letter com- 
bination "MESU" for "measurement" as well 
as "TIME" for time and "MACI" for device. 
Complete codes for those individual terms 
would also include special distinguishing sym- 
bols such as terminal numerals in the follow- 
ing sample codes: 
chronometer . . . MACI, MESU, TIME :O1 
clock . . . . . MACI, MESU, TIME :02 
hour glass . . . . MACI, MESU, TIME :03 
The analysis of files of information may be 
worked out in such a way that a conventional 
index for immediate needs is generated simul- 
taneously with a telegraphic-style abstract for 
use in eventual machine searching. 
The many varieties of hand-needled punched- 
card systems were described and explained by 
Mr. Casey. He provided general suggestions 
and practical pointers to be followed in set- 
ting up such a system, and explained the pos- 
sibilities of the various types of coding. Both 
the mechanical and intellectual aspects of the 
punched card must be considered in deterrnin- 
ing its usefulness for individual needs. Me- 
chanically, they greatly facilitate handling and 
make it possible to select, arrange in order, 
and correlate a list of references much more 
efficiently than does the conventional card 
file. Despite the fact that desired references 
can be selected a t  random from any arrange- 
ment of the file, Mr. Casey recommended that 
the cards be kept in some sort of order and 
that the system adopted be so constructed that 
the cards can be subdivided when the file be- 
comes unwieldy. 
Intellectually, punched cards offer a great 
variety of indexing possibilities (as much as 
a dozen items on one card), greater variety in 
indicating relationships, and elimination of 
cross-referencing. Because of these possibil- 
ities, subject analysis must be handled with 
great care. Classification he characterized as 
a fascinating mental exercise, but recommend- 
ed that it should not be carried to too fine a 
degree. A coarse classification in which the 
various categories are mutually exclusive (ad- 
mittedly not an easy goal to attain) is best 
adapted to the hand-sorted punched card. 
Classification in two dimensions is not pos- 
sible on a piece of paper; the punched card 
can carry as many as half a dozen parallel 
indexes which can be searched in a variety of 
combinations. 
The speaker showed slides to indicate vari- 
ous types of cards and punching possibilities 
using direct, indirect and intermediate punches. 
The numerical index, alphabetical index, 
7-4-2-1 and triangular codes were explained. 
A new and very compact code uses only six 
holes to provide twenty-six possibilities; five 
letters can be indexed in as few as fifteen 
positions. "Word Coding" (which actually 
utilizes four-letter abbreviations of words) is 
a simple and very adaptable method which 
has been used with a unique card designed to 
sort all four edges at  once. Sorting is done 
by hand-held needles, but the suggestion was 
made that it could well be adapted to sorting 
by some simple mechanism such as those now 
available for sorting cards on one edge only. 
How existing I.B.M. equipment might be 
used to prepare conventional subject indexes 
was demonstrated by Eugene Garfield. He 
described a system suggested for preparing 
and publishing the Current List of Medical 
Literature, a medical bibliographic service 
sponsored by the Armed Forces Medical Li- 
brary, which indexes more than 100,000 ar- 
ticles a year. Garfield estimates that publi- 
cation of an abstract is only about two months 
behind appearance of the original article- 
certainly a remarkable record in a field as 
extensive and diverse as medicine. 
The Current List has been maintaining its 
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"Subject Heading Authority List" on I.B.M. 
cards for more than two years. The resulting 
flexibility has made it possible to carry on 
intensive study of all subject headings. The 
"Subject Heading Authority List" will be pub- 
lished shortly. 
The Current List of Medical Literature is 
not actually an abstracting service but pro- 
vides essentially the same type of information 
by presenting in monthly installments three 
separate lists: the current tables of contents 
of the various medical journals of the world, a 
subject index to the various articles in these 
journals and an author index. 
Each literature reference is assigned a 
"register number" of five digits. These num- 
bers run serially in the table of contents list 
and are used to identify the article in both 
the subject and author index. The subject 
index is made up by referring to the "Subject 
Heading Authority List", which provides 
standardized main headings and subheadings; 
these are supplemented by a "modification" 
which may be a fairly lengthy phrase, describ- 
ing the subject matter peculiar to the refer- 
ence in question. For example, under the 
main heading "Infant, new horn" and the 
subheading "diseases", we find the phrase or 
modifier "Necrosis of subcutaneous fat in in- 
fant delivered by Caesarian section . . . 23922". 
The number 23922 is the register number of 
the reference and this can then be located in 
the table of contents list. 
In the proposed punched-card system, jour- 
nal titles and journal abbreviations are also 
maintained in punched card files to facilitate 
preparation of table of contents lists. Author 
and modification cards are alphabetized me- 
chanically by the punched-card sorter and 
indexes are printed rapidly on the printing 
tabulator. Two separate sets of cards are 
required to prepare the subject index. The 
first carries a seven digit "serial number"; the 
first five digits are a code representing the 
main heading taken from the "Subject Head- 
ing Authority List", while the two final digits 
represent the subheading. The second set of 
cards comprises the "modification cards" in 
which the phrase describing the particular 
reference is spelled out using the standard 
I.B.M. alphabetical code. The two sets - 
subject heading and modification cards - are 
merged by machine to prepare the subject 
index. 
The Current List is now also maintain'ng 
its "list of journals indexed" on I.B.M. cards. 
By punching information such as language, 
subject, etc., it is possible to obtain important 
statistics concerning coverage of the numerous 
branches of medicine, at the same time facili- 
tating the preparation of the list, which totals 
to some 1450 journal titles. 
In conclusion Dr. Shera, presiding at  the 
afternoon session, pointed out that while ap- 
plication of mechanical equipment is complex, 
the principle is simple. What it amounts to 
is a yes-no proposition which can be compared 
to the well-known radio and television pro- 
gram "20 Questions", wherein the correct an- 
swer is arrived at by a simple yes-no method 
for eliminating an almost infinite number of 
possibilities. 
WORKSHOP REPORT 
The "Core of Education for Librarian- 
ship," edited by Lester Asheim, is the 
published report of The Workshop held 
under the auspices of the Graduate Li- 
brary School, University of Chicago. 
The book discusses the importance of a 
single central core of information and 
knowledge to librarianship as a pro- 
fession. It describes, as a suggested 
framework, the areas of a core pro- 
gram: The Library in Society, Profes- 
sionalism, Materials, Services, Adminis- 
tration, Communication, and Research. 
With these core areas in mind it con- 
siders the problems facing l ib ra ry  
schools, the library field, and both 
jointly. Throughout, emphasis is on the 
librarian as a liberally educated indi- 
vidual as well as a professionally train- 
ed one. 
Copies are available at $1.50 from 
the American Library Association. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIANSHIP 
The composit report of the studies 
made by members of the Subcommittee 
on Education for Special Librarianship, 
published in the January issue of the 
Library Quarferly, outlines a new ap- 
proach to professional training in spe- 
cial subject fields. Reprints of the ar- 
ticle are available on request from 
Eleanor S. Cavanaugh, librarian, Stand- 
ard and Poor's Corporation, 345 Hud- 
son St., New York 14, New York. 
The Subcommittee is sponsored by 
the Joint Committee on Library Educa- 
tion of the Council of National Library 
Associations. Its chairman, Edward N. 
Waters, Music Division, Library of 
Congress, welcomes comments and sug- 
gestions on the studies. Since the studies 
do not cover all subject areas, the Sub- 
committee does not regard this report 
as final and therefore will continue its 
work. 
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CINCINNATI LIBRARIES 
R OSCOE C. EADS, librarian of "The Cincinnati Enquirer," has compiled, edited and written material for this special feature listing some of the libraries of 
particular interest to members attending 
Libraries Association, May 17-20, 1954. 
In the early days of Cincinnati, Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow, who was pay- 
ing a visit to Nicholas Longworth, re- 
ferred to the city as the "Queen of the 
West." At that time, Cincinnati was 
already well established as a city of 
industry and culture. 
During the century and more since 
then, the "Queen City" while remaining 
conservative to a considerable degree, 
has shown such consistent progress in 
industry, commerce, education, and the 
arts as to prove herself still worthy of 
the title. 
Cincinnati business and industry early 
recognized the importance of special li- 
braries in gathering, organizing and 
maintaining information services vital 
to its existence and expansion. 
The development and growth of spe- 
cial libraries has been notable. This 
type of service has become an indis- 
pensable factor in the success of busi- 
ness and industrial achievement. 
Many of the libraries connected with 
the industries of Cincinnati are nation- 
ally outstanding in their highly diversi- 
fied fields. Some of the famous names 
in industry had their origins in this city. 
Their names will be recognized imme- 
diately: the Procter and Gamble Com- 
pany, the National Cash Register Com- 
pany, the Champion Paper and Fibre 
Company, the Wm. S. Merrell Com- 
pany, Schenley Distillers, and a number 
of others. 
CHAMPION PAPER & FIBRE COMPANY 
From a modest beginning in 1926 
the Champion Paper and Fibre Com- 
pany's technical library located in Ham- 
ilton, Ohio, has grown until it is now 
recognized as one of the most compre- 
hensive industrial libraries in the paper 
industry. 
Along with the extensive collection 
- 
the 45th Annual Convention of Special 
of reference books the library keeps 
bound sets of many technical journals 
and magazines, both foreign and do- 
mestic. The present modern quarters 
were designed especially for the library 
and its affiliated Patent Department. A 
conference room, air conditioning, scien- 
tific lighting, and attractive decoration 
provide pleasant working conditions. 
The library is attached to the Research 
Department and General Offices and 
serves all divisions and departments of 
the company. David Weiser is the li- 
brarian. 
PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 
The Procter & Gamble Company 
maintains a central technical library 
and a branch, both located in the Cin- 
cinnati area. The main library is in the 
Manufacturing Administration and Re- 
search Building, Cincinnati; and the 
branch library is fifteen miles away in 
the new Miami Valley Laboratories. 
The combined resources of the two li- 
braries include over 17,000 volumes, 
supplemented by large collections of 
patents, pamphlets, and other litera- 
ture. Principal subjects covered are 
oils, fats, soaps, detergents, shortenings, 
foods, textiles, cosmetics, and related 
topics. Frequent mail and messenger 
service permit the use of the resources 
of both libraries at each location. Dr. 
Elsie L. Schulze is the librarian. 
AGT DIVISION OF GE 
The Aircraft Gas Turbine library of 
General Electric Company is headed 
by Robert L. Wadland, librarian, who 
is assisted by a staff of thirteen. The 
library controls the acquisition, pro- 
cessing, distribution, use and storage 
of reference material and other needed 
literature. The library was established 
in 1950. Its resources include approxi- 
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mately 6,000 books, 1,000 pamphlets, 
350 periodicals, and 120 file drawers of 
reports. 
NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY 
The National Cash Register Com- 
- 
pany library has operated continuously 
since 1892. I t  has grown from a few 
hundred books to 10,000 books and 
5,000 volumes of bound magazines. It 
was one of the first industrial libraries 
established in the United States to 
serve both the company and its em- 
ployees. Today it provides business and 
technical information to management, 
sales, engineering and research, and to 
the overseas branches. 
Other industries and organizations 
also call on the NCR library for tech- 
nical information and for biographical 
and historical data about Dayton, Ohio, 
and the company. One of the most pop- 
ular services is the provision of road 
maps for the United States and Canada. 
together with descriptive vacation ma- 
terial. The library has played an im- 
portant part in providing information 
about the exhibits which depict mile- 
stones of progress in the history of 
transportation. Emma Wedenbine is the 
librarian. 
SCHENLEY DISTILLERS, INC. 
At the production headquarters of 
Schenley Distillers, Inc., the library is 
stocked, not surprisingly, with distilled 
beverages. The purpose of this unique 
collection is to provide, in one central 
place, a current inventory of matured 
stocks available for experimental test- 
ing. From the samples on hand the 
Laboratory determines whether or not 
a brand being bottled meets an estab- 
lished standard and approves bottling 
instructions only after rigid specifica- 
tions are met. 
HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL 
SOCIETY OF OHlO 
The Historical and Philosophical So- 
ciety of Ohio was founded in 1831 for 
the purpose of collecting and preserv- 
ing manuscripts and publications of his- 
toric significance. The library offers its 
facilities to members and others en- 
gaged in historical and genealogical re- 
search. 
The research library, maintained by 
membership dues and endowments, is 
devoted primarily to the documentary 
history of this region: the Western 
Waters, the Old Northwest Territory, 
the State of Ohio, and the Miami Pur- 
chase. More recent history is concerned 
predominantly with Hamilton County 
and Cincinnati. 
The collection contains priceless Cin- 
c inna t i  newspaper  files dating from 
1793, journals and diaries of early set- 
tlers, manuscript letters and autographs, 
extensive business records, portraits and 
pictures, maps, broadsides, 34,000 books 
and a like number of pamphlets, and 
many other historical treasures. 
The library reading room, with ad- 
jacent stack space, is in the University 
of Cincinnati Library Building. Mrs. 
Alice P. Hook, librarian, carries on with 
a staff of three and three part-time as- 
sistants. 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
The Public Health Service Labora- 
tories were established in Cincinnati in 
1913 for the study of water purification, 
sewage treatment, and stream sanita- 
tion problems. 
In 1948 the responsibilities of the 
organization were broadened to include 
the conduct of milk and food sanitation 
studies, air pollution studies, training 
activities, etc., and it was designated 
as the Environmental Health Center. 
The Environmental Health Center 
library which serves the entire staff in 
carrying out the above program is lo- 
cated on Columbia Parkway in a new 
building to be dedicated shortly. Mrs. 
Esther E. Norton is the librarian. 
OHlO RIVER DIVISION LABORATORIES 
The Ohio River Division Labora- 
tories library in Mariemont just out- 
side of Cincinnati was established in 
1940 to serve the staff of Ohio River 
Division personnel. Its subject cover- 
age is, primarily, engineering:  civil, 
structural, hydraulic, sanitary, chemical, 
electrical, electronic, mechanical, ge- 
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~logical, meteorological, soils and pave- readily accessible to all persons in the 
ment. Joseph J. Olah is the librarian. city service, and it is not surprising that 
- - -  
U. S. AIR FORCE INSTITUTE 
OF TECHNOLOGY 
The U. S. Air Force Institute of Tech- 
nology is one of the major educational 
institutions within the framework of 
the Air Force system of professional 
education. Its mission is graduate and 
high-level undergraduate education to 
meet the technological, scientific, and 
other professional requirements of the 
Air Force. 
The Institute library serves the Resi- 
dent College of approximately 300 stu- 
dents at graduate level, as well as the 
- 
forty students enrolled in the Installa- 
tions Engineering School. In addition, 
the Institute provides library services 
for the Wright-Patterson Graduate Edu- 
cational Program. This program is car- 
ried on in cooperation with Ohio State 
University and makes it possible for 
approximately 300 students to do part- 
time graduate work through the doctor- 
ate level. 
The library is administered by a staff 
of six civilians plus assigned Air Force 
airmen. The library holdings consist of 
more than 19,000 volumes, carefully 
chosen items in English and other lan- 
guages, covering the curricula of the 
Institute. In addition to the bound book 
collection, the library has an extensive 
file of security-classified technical docu- 
ments and reports, thousands of un- 
classified reports, and hundreds of im- 
portant university theses. The bound 
files of periodicals include the transac- 
tions and proceedings of most of the 
technical, scientific and learned socie- 
ties; these files are being expanded an- 
nually by more than 600 subscriptions 
to current periodicals. Helen Tattershall 
is the librarian. 
MUNICIPAL REFERENCE BUREAU 
The Municipal Reference  Bureau  
serves as the City Hall's "special" libra- 
ry. Its function is to collect, correlate, 
circulate, and preserve information on 
all phases of municipal government. Its 
location in City Hall makes its services 
89 per cent of its customers are city 
employees and officials. 
Cincinnati joined the ranks of "mu- 
nicipal reference library cities" by estab- 
lishing its library in City Hall in Sep- 
tember of 1913. Nellie Jane Kuhlman 
is the librarian. 
Today there are municipal refer- 
ence libraries in the city halls of more 
than twenty of the larger cities of the 
world, including New York, Chicago, 
Los Angeles, St. Louis, Detroit, Cleve- 
land, Milwaukee, Baltimore, as well as 
Cincinnati and many others. 
HEBREW UNION COLLEGE 
The Hebrew Union College library, 
established to serve the needs of a 
theological school, has become the sec- 
ond largest research library of Judaica 
and Hebraica in the world. 
It has a number of special collections, 
notably Spinoza; also an outstanding 
collection of Jewish music, both in manu- 
script and printed; Hebrew incunabula 
and books of the 16th century; Jewish 
Americana; and Josephus editions. 
Its clientele includes not only the 
College faculty and students, but alum- 
ni (rabbis all over the world) and 
scholars everywhere. Herbert C. Zafren 
is the librarian. 
U. S. COURT OF APPEALS 
The U. S. Court of Appeals library 
was founded in 1892 by William How- 
ard Taft, then presiding judge of the 
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the 
Sixth Circuit (consisting of only three 
judges at that time) with a jurisdiction 
extending over  Kentucky,  Michigan, 
Ohio and Tennessee, and holding reg- 
ular sessions at Cincinnati. 
The library is located in Cincinnati 
for the purpose of serving the Court, 
the U. S. District Court, various Fed- 
eral agencies and all attorneys admitted 
to practise before the Court. The col- 
lection of books was small at the outset 
but includes over 50,000 volumes now, 
the largest U. S. Court of Appeals li- 
brary in the country. 
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Here the student will find the classics 
that have contributed most to the de- 
velopment of the law, particularly the 
English common law which is our rich 
heritage. Outstanding items in the col- 
lection include: B.C. 2 100, the Code of 
Hammurabi; A.D. 200, Gaius' Institutes 
(the only surviving Roman lawbook 
prior to Justinian); A.D. 520, Institute 
of Justinian; A.D. 1085, Domesday 
Book; A.D. 1200, Bracton's Delegibus 
Anglise; along with Year Books of 1307, 
Edward 11; Henry VIII (1509); and 
originals in Norman French printed in 
1678. Helen Little is the librarian. 
CINCINNATI ENQUIRER 
These are some of the outstanding 
libraries of Cincinnati and its environs. 
Space does not permit a complete list- 
ing. However, we should like to men- 
tion our own library and we trust that 
this human frailty will be understood 
and condoned. 
The C inc inna t i  E n q u i r e r  is well 
known throughout the world. The chief 
function of its library is to provide the 
editorial, advertising, and executive of- 
fices with the background material and 
pictures required in publishing the news. 
The library is typical of those set up 
to serve large metropolitan daily news- 
papers. There are files containing mil- 
lions of newspaper and magazine clip- 
pings; picture files with approximately 
a million photographs of people, places 
and things; bound volumes of the Cin- 
cinnati Enquirer dating back to 1841; 
and a reference collection of some two 
thousand books. 
Summary 
This sampling of libraries in Cincin- 
nati does scant justice to the "Queen 
City's" fine special libraries. SLA mem- 
bers who attend the convention in May 
will have the opportunity to make their 
own selection of libraries to visit. There 
is a wide choice covering the many 
varied interests represented in Special 
Libraries Association. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: "Lloyd L ib ra ry :  
Pharmacy in Cincinnati," written by its 
librarian, Corinne Miller Simons, was 
published in the February 1954 issue 
of SPECIAL LIBRARIES. The same issue 
includes a brief description of another 
Cincinnati library, the Wm. S.  Merrell 
Company library, prepared by Gertrude 
 looker, the librarian. 
April Issue 
S P E C I A L  L I B R A R I E S  A S S O C I A T I O N  
45th Annual Convention Program 
Papers . . . Speakers . . . Events 
Netherlands Plaza Hotel 
May 17-20, 1954 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
A guide to assist SLA members in planning Convention activities. 
a 
Read the following outstanding articles in the April issue: 
Standard and Poor's Corporation Library 
CHARLES A. SCHMUTZ 
President, Standard and Poor's Corporation 
Inside Documentation 
EUGENE B. JACKSON 
Chief, Division o f  Research Information 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
What Makes a Special Library in an Academic Institution 
LT. GEN. LAURENCE S. KUTER 
Commander o f  the Air University, Maxwell Air Force Base 
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Cincinnati, Ohio - May 17 - 20, 1954 
- 
1 Dinners Evening 
-- 
I 
I  Breakfasts Morning 1 Luncheons 
--- . - -- Afternoons 
- 1  - - -- 
SUNDAY 
MAY 16 
I Executive Board Meeting 
1 Tea-Old Cincinnati Public 
Library 
Tour of New Public Library - 
Metals-Reception 
Executive Board Meeting 1 
I 
-- --A - -- - -- 
Financial 
-- - 
S L A  Representa- 
tives Panel 
MONDAY 
MAY 17 
Newspaper OFFICIAL OPENING OF 
CONVENTION 
Convention-wide 
Program 
Library Planning and 
Equipment 
- 
Chapter-Wide 
Newspaper Convention-wide Program 
Sclence-Technology h b . 8  r y  P l  a n n  i n  g a n d  1 Equipment Pubhc Utilities Section ~ d ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
Transportatlon Newspaper 1 
~ o s p i t a i - -  
Science-Technology 
Pharmaceutical 
Section 
Picture -and Museum 
I Science-Technology 
I Social Science 
Military Librarians Sec- 
- - 
Executive Board 
and Advisory 
Council Meeting 
TUESDAY 
MAY 18 
P L A C E J ~ E ~ T  BHEK- 
f 4 S T  FOR EMPLOY- 
Joint Panel: Adver- Biological Sciences 
tising. B i 01 og  i cal Business 
Advertising 
Financial 
- - 
Joint Dinner: 
Business, Financial, 
Biological Sciences Sciences. Business. Financiai ~ e o g r a p h y  and Map 
Picture and Museum 
Publishing 
Financial I n s u r -  ' ~ e o g r a p h y  and Map 
ance, ~ e w s p a p e r ,  ( Hospital 
Picture, Publishing 1 Insurance 
Geography and Map Metals SLA EDITORS' A R E A K -  f 4ST 4UD ROLSD 
TABLE DISCUSSION 
Business and Fi- 
nancial 
Picture 
Science-Technol- 
Science-T2chnologv 
Petroleum Section 
I Metals Museum Social Science 
Soclal Science Newspaper Military Librarians Section 
1 International Rela- Picture 
lations and History 1 Science-Technology 1 Section. Soclal Wel- I 
ogy : Reception Museum 
Picture 
Science-Technology 
-- -  
Advertising 
Financial 
Hospital 
Picture 
fare Section 
-- -pp
I 
i 
~ 
I 
- - -  
WEDNESDAY 
MAY 19 
- - 
Banquet Division Meetings Advertising. Newspaper 
and Publishing 
Hospital and Biological 
Sciences 
Science-Technology 
Petroleum Section 
Social Science 
Industrial Relations 
Advertising and Pictures 
Biological Sciences 
Financial 
Geography and Map 
Hospital 
Metals 
Newspaper 
Science-Technology 
Petroleum Section , Section 
Trans~ortat ion and Busi- Transportation 
ness 
- 
THURSDAY Hospital 
MAY 20 1 INCOMING DIVISION 
, C H ~ I R M E N  A 3 D  CHAP- 
I TER PRESIDENTS 
--A- - 
FRIDAY 
- 
4nnual Business Meeting 
- I- Annual Business Meeting 
Executive Board Meeting 
Library Visits ~ 
Tours 
- I - - P i  
Post Convention Tour 
I 1 I 
-- -- 
-- 
rxecutive Board Meeting 
I 
American Institute of Architects Librur?; 
GEORGE E. PETTENGILL 
Librarian, American Institute of Architects, Washrngton, D. C. 
T HE NEW LIBRARY of The American Institute of Architects was opened 
officially for membership use on Janu- 
ary 8, 1954. Its completion marked the 
achievement of two long-standing In- 
stitute goals: provision of adequate 
quarters for the library collection (un- 
til now scattered in four buildings, with 
some books in storage), and the com- 
pletion of the national headquarters 
property with the remodeling of the 
last of the old building complex -the 
coachhouse behind The Octagon house. 
Architect William Dewey Foster has 
meserved the facade of the old coach- 
house nearly intact. Because of its di- 
lapidated condition, however, the rest 
of the building - the interior, roof, and 
part of the rear wall -had to be com- 
pletely torn down and rebuilt. On the 
ground floor, roughly coinciding with 
the old carriage room, stable area, and 
harness room, are now three pleasant 
public rooms. A sunny, periodical read- 
ing room occupies the center of the 
building, with French doors opening di- 
rectly to The  Octagon garden. A fire- 
place, flanked by easy chairs, further 
enhances the informal atmosphere of 
this cheerful room. 
At the right is the librarian's office, 
card catalog, and a built-in work space; 
to the left, a ground floor stack room 
houses the books most often requested. 
as well as the vertical files. A striking 
feature is the range of ebonized Hunt 
bookcases with brass grills built in 
across the far end of the room. The 
upper story, once the haymow, is now 
completely devoted to bookstacks, cov- 
ering nearly eleven hundred square feet 
in area. 
The lighting in the reading room in- 
cludes cove lighting in the center, with 
recessed down lights over the reading 
areas. In the other downstairs rooms 
eggcrate fixtures with Lumilines are 
used. Heating and air conditioning are 
combined in one system. A book lift 
and a spiral staircase from the office 
provide ready access to the stacks. 
Holdings 
Approximately half of the present 
collection of some six thousand volumes 
consists of the library of Richard Mor- 
ris Hunt, president of AIA from 1888 
to 1891. Included are some sixty vol- 
umes of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, the earliest being a 1521 
Vitruvius. The present development en- 
visions a two-fold aim: a practical work- 
ing library in architecture, with related 
technical data, and an extensive collec- 
tion on the history of American archi- 
tecture. T o  this latter end the library is 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
endeavoring to  build up its collection 
of Institute chapter publications, and 
welcomes gifts of these, as well as other 
materials not in its collection but which 
are germane to its goals. 
Currently, the library receives some 
two hundred and ten periodicals of 
which sixty are foreign. Many are in 
related fields both technical and educa- 
tional. I n  addition, nearly sixty chapter 
bulletins and magazines are received. 
Library Service 
The  library is maintained primarily 
for the benefit of the members and 
headquarters staff, but its facilities are 
available to the serious inquirer for 
reference purposes. T o  extend its area 
of service to all members, a mail loan 
service was inaugurated last summer 
which has already met with consider- 
able response. A photographic library 
of outstanding examples of modern 
American architecture is currently un- 
der consideration, and it is hoped that 
this and other services will soon be 
added to increase the effectiveness of 
the library. 
PICTURE CREDITS 
Page 107. Photo by William Simmons. 
Page 108. Willis Photo Art. 
Page 109. Remington Rand Inc. 
Page 113. New York Times. 
Page 124. A.I.A. Photos. 
Page 125. Photo by Gretchen Van Tassel. 
Page 127. Official USAF Photograph. 
FROM 
FOREIGN 
JOURNALS 
88 
KARL L. BAUER 
The state of law libraries in Australia 
is deplored by Elizabeth G. Stanley, law 
librarian of Sidney University. According 
to her, they are grossly neglected and 
hampered by the lack of trained staffs 
to cope with the special problems in- 
volved. She feels that most of the stand- 
ard classifications are poor in their cov- 
erage of law, with the one exception of 
the Universal Decimal Classification 
(Australian Library Journal, 1953, 2:9- 
11) . . . An outstanding example of what 
a library bulletin should be and how it 
should look is the Boletin de  Biblioteca 
del Banco Central de  la Republics Argen- 
tina. It contains objective initialed re- 
views of books, both domestic and 
foreign, tables of contents of less im- 
portant works, a classified guide to the 
periodical literature complete with ab- 
stracts and, to round it off, a finding list 
of pertinent legislative acts. The format 
is equally impressive . . . A fine piece of 
library publicity appeared in the Man- 
c~hc~s~er (;onrdinrl for 25 September 1953. 
"Two men are alleged to have set up 
headquarters in one of our large refer- 
ence libraries. By using the sources avail- 
able they collected information on local 
people and are claimed to have obtained 
about 240 per week by using this infor- 
mation as a basis for well-prepared 
hard luck stories backed up by detailed 
knowledge." Here, then, we find at long 
last an actual computation of the finan- 
cial rewards of reference work (Libra- 
rian, 1953, 42: 197). 
Our thanks are due Mr. P. L. Berry of the 
I i h m r y  o j  Congress for his help in gathering 
nraterial, and Mr. K. E. Olsoni, also of the Li- 
brary of  Congress, jar reviewing Slavic, Finnish 
(1nd Scandina~ian  jo~rna ls  (see next  issue) .  
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President's Message 
I have just returned from a serles of visits to what I call the "Southern 
Chapters", i.e. those which lie to the souih of me. Greater St. Louis, Heart of 
America (meeting in January in Kansas City), Texas, Louisiana, Alabama, and Oak 
Ridge, and I made a final stop-over in Cincinnati to meet for an evening with 
the local committee in charge of the 1954 convention. I have thanked each of 
these groups for the warmth of their hospitality, but I want to do it again here 
collectively in order to inform the entire Association of my appreciation. 
As Elizabeth Ferguson poined out in her letter to Robert L. Collison, ( S P E C I ~ L  
L I H R ~ K I E S ,  January 1954, p.24)" . . . the infofmal cooperative activities at the 
chapter level are a very special source of strength to the Association." I shall not 
take the time to describe all the projects in which the chapters I visited are 
engaged. Compilations of directories, union lists of serials, lists of bibliographies 
are common to most of them. I was especially impressed with the cooperation 
with state and regional library associations in Greater St. Louis, Heart of America, 
and Louisiana, and with the Area Development Conference in which the Louisiana 
Chapter participated under the joint sponsorship of the State University and the 
State Department of Commerce and Industry. 
The brand new Alabama Chapter i s  conducting an industrial inventory of the 
state which, among other things, wil l discover which industries maintain special 
libraries and which have a special need for special libraries. The Chapter which 
had twenty-three members last June when it made application for separate status, 
attracted sixty-two people to its January meeting as guests of the Air University 
at Maxwell Field. There, as in Texas and Louisiana, members came from all parts 
of the state to attend the meeting. 
Louisiana was the mother-chapter from which three new chapters have sprung 
during the past few years. I asked the members there whether they welcomed or 
deplored the decimation their Chapter suffered through these "bornings", Without 
a dissenting voice they acknowledged the pleasures of parenthood and took pride 
in the self-sufficiency of the offspring. 
The Oak Ridge Chapter represents an almost unique pattern in the singleness 
of its divisional structure. With only two or three exceptions all the members at 
the meeting were affiliated with the Science-Technology Division. Here, too, there 
is close identification with the local library association. 
I returned to Chicago just in time to attend the ALA Midwinter Meetings, where 
I was pleased to see many SLA members, including three chapter presidents, a 
member of our executive board, and our former executive secretary. 
I am writing these lines in the dome lookout of a railway train along the 
Mississippi en route for a visit to the Minnesota Chapter, where I anticipate a no 
less interesting reception than those I've already described, and I look forward 
to further visits among several chapters in the East early in March. 
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Chapter Highlights 
Alabama 
Special librarians and friends of special 
libraries came from all parts of Alabama to 
attend the installation meeting of the newly 
organized Alabama Chapter of Special Libra- 
ries Association. The meeting was held in the 
Officers Club at  Maxwell AFB, Montgomery, 
Alabama. 
Mrs. Lucile Keck, SLA president, and 
Dr. Jerrold Orne, president of the 
Alabama Chapter. 
Mrs. Lucile Keck, president of the Special 
Libraries Association, conducted the installa- 
tion of the Chapter and introduced the offi- 
cers: Dr. Jerrold Orne, president; Mildred 
Crowe, vice-president; Florine Oltman, secre- 
tary-treasurer. 
Mrs. Keck spoke on "SLA, Its Lines of 
Communication," explaining to the members 
how Special Libraries Association is organized 
to serve them. Another featured speaker of 
the meeting was Lt. Gen. Laurence S. Kuter, 
Commander of the Air University, who spoke 
on "What Makes a Special Library Special in 
an Academic Institution." 
All present were invited to visit the facil- 
ities of the AU Library following the meeting. 
* * *  
Indiana 
A special membership promotion meeting 
was scheduled by the Indiana Chapter in 
Indianapolis, January 20, 1954. Invitations 
were sent to 73 business executives whose 
companies do not have libraries. 
The meeting was announced in the local 
press and received excellent coverage in the 
Indianapolis Sfar (Lawrence A. Arany, libra- 
rian), and in the Indianapolis Times (Rex 
Schaeffer, librarian). 
Chapter President Portia Christian officially 
opened the meeting. Morrison C. Haviland, 
librarian at Wabash College (Crawfordsville) 
introduced the guest speakers. 
Howard C. Caldwell, president of Caldwell, 
Larkin & Company, Inc., discussed "What a 
Special Library Means to Management." 
Nevin Raber, head of the Business Branch 
Library (Indianapolis), covered "The Rela- 
tionship Between Special Departments of Pub- 
lic Libraries and the Corporation Library." 
Special exhibits were a feature of the pro- 
gram and aroused keen interest. 
* * *  
Pittsburgh 
Members of the Cleveland Chapter were 
guests of the Pittsburgh Chapter a t  a two-day 
meeting, November 13-14, 1953. 
Seventy people attended the dinner at the 
Hotel William Penn. Pittsburgh Chapter 
President, Elizabeth Fry, welcomed the vis- 
itors. Edward R. Weidlein, Jr., guest speaker, 
analyzed "Executive Reading Habits" and 
noted the valuable contribution made by many 
library staffs in providing abstracts and digests 
of important information. 
Cleveland visitors were taken on a tour of 
centrally located special libraries in Pitts- 
burgh, including: the business library of Jones 
& Laughlin Steel Corporation, United States 
Steel Corporation, and several of the Uni- 
versity of Pittsburgh libraries. 
Southern California 
A special program featuring the display and 
demonstration of modern equipment and tech- 
niques for the reproduction and use of library 
materials drew an audience of about sixty, 
representing twenty-seven libraries in the 
Southern California region. 
Margaret Anderson, library cataloger at  the 
Rand Corporation, and chairman of the Chap- 
ter's Science-Technology Group, planned the 
meeting which was held November 20, 1953, 
in the lecture room of the Rand Corporation 
in Santa Monica. 
John Dobbins, research engineer at  North 
American Aviation, Inc., Downey, California, 
who served as moderator for the program, 
began his introdudory remarks with the cogent 
statement, "We can't get along without you 
librarians who are the custodians of knowledge 
rather than the custodian of books." 
Frank R. Long, librarian at  the Atomic 
Energy Research Library, North American 
Aviation, Inc., and president of the SLA 
Southern California Chapter, opened this ex- 
tremely successful meeting. 
DOROTHY G. ARMSTRONG, Secretary 
Southern California Chapter. 
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SLA Publications 
CUMULATIVE STATEMENT O N  PUBLICATIONS IN PRINT AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1953 
Date Name o f  Publication Cost 
- -- - -- 
.  -- 
- - 
- - 
-- - 
- -- 
Social Wel fare:  Subject Headings List .......................... $ 293.25 
.......................................... Aviation Subject Headings.. 52 6.95 
Brief for Corporation Libraries .................................... 700.73 
Creation and Development o f  an Insurance Library.. .. 366.10 
Subject Headings for Aeronautical Engineering Li- 
braries ..................................................................... 1,311.73 
Numerical Index to the Bibliography o f  Scientific and 
.......................... and Industrial Reports, Vols. 1-1 0 3,982.06 
Fakes and Forgeries in  the Fine Arts ............................ 543.28 
...... Contributions Toward a Special Library Glossary 309.60 
...... S L A  Transactions o f  the 41 st Annual Convention.. 3,387.63 
Technical Libraries, Their Organization and Manage- 
ment ........................................................................ 6,279.00 
S L A  Directory o f  Members .......................................... 2,360.78 
...................................... Nicknames o f  American Cities 8 16.8 1 
Classification Schemes and Subject Headings List 
............................................ Loan Collection o f  S L A  11 1.66 
........................ Source List o f  Selected Labor Statistics 972.98 
Correlation Index Document Series and P B  Reports 4,092.57 
...................................... Directory o f  Special Libraries 7,288.30 
* N o  records kept. 
-- -- 
 
No. 
Printed 
- 
 
1,000 
1,000 
1,500 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
500 
3,000 
1,500 
1,500 
400 
1,000 
1,000 
2,090 
-- 
-   
Inst. 
Given 
- 
 
:* 
...... 
239 
395 
238 
205 
-. - 
-- A- - -
Copies Total Receipts 
Sold T o  Date 
Have you heard . . . 
SLA AWARD 1954 
In the past five years, the Special Libraries 
Association has honored five of its members 
for their "notable professional achievement in, 
or contribution to, the field of professional 
librarianship". 
1949 DR. EDWIN T.  COMAN, JR. 
1950 ANNE L. NIGHOLSON 
1951 ALMA C. MITCHILL 
1952 DR. MORTIMER TAUBE 
1953 ROSE L. VORMELKER 
This year the SLA Awards Committee 
again asks the assistance of all SLA mem- 
bers in selecting an outstanding member to 
receive the Award. 
Will you please send in the names of your 
nominees for this Award, along with the de- 
tails of their professional contribution. The 
Association needs your cooperation to make 
its Award a truly worthy and representative 
one. The members of the committee this 
year are: 
Elizabeth Ferguson, past president 
Gretchen Little, first vice-president 
Catharine Curran, second vice-president 
Mrs. Shirley F. Harper, division liaison officer 
Rowena Phillips, chapter liaison officer 
Rose Vormelker, 1953 Award winner 
GRIEG ASPNES, Chairman 
* * *  
AWARDS 
Paul Howard, librarian of the Department 
of Interior, was the recipient of an efficiency 
award of $200. 
During the past two years Mr. Howard has 
investigated costs of binding library books. 
The survey revealed that the library could 
save an average of between $4.91 and $5.18 
per volume by submitting the binding job on 
competitive bids. Based on 3,500 volumes 
per year, the savings to the Department of 
the Interior could amount to as much as 
$18,090 each year. 
Mr. Howard is a member of SLA's Wash- 
ington Chapter. 
r  l l 
Maud Payne of the Technology Depart- 
ment of the Detroit (Michigan) Public Li- 
brary, received the fourth annual award of the 
DPL Staff Memorial and Fellowship Associa- 
tion. The  award, $500 and a two month's 
leave of absence, is given in recognition of 
outstanding service for a period of ten years 
or more. Miss Payne has been a member of the 
staff for almost forty years. She is a charter 
member of the SLA Michigan Chapter. 
* * *  
Blue Book of Awards 
Alberta L. Brown, librarian a t  the Upjohn 
Company, Kalamazoo, Michigan, and chair- 
man of the SLA Science-Technology Division, 
will serve as a science consultant to  the A. N. 
Marquis Company, publishers of Who's Who 
in America, in connection with their proposed 
new publication, The Blue Book of Awards. 
* * * 
SLA Authors In Print 
ADAMS, SCOTT: Weeding as an art:  Bulletin 
of the Medical Library Association, vol. 42, 
no. 1, January 1954, p. 30-31. 
* * *  
BRISTOL, ROGER P.: Maryland imprints 
1801-1810: Bibliographical Society of the Uni- 
versity of Virginia. Charlottesville, Va., 1953. 
310p. 
* * * 
BRODMAN, ESTELLE: Whither education for 
medical librarians: Stechert-Hafner Book 
News, vol. 8, no. 6, February 1954, p. 61-62. 
* * *  
EMERSON, MYRTLE C.: Bulletin board 
"fever": Library Journal, vol. 79, no. 3, Febru- 
ary 1, 1954, p. 184-185. 
* * *  
FERGUSON, ELIZABETH: Door openers to 
life insurance information: Wilson Library 
Bulletin, vol. 28, no. 5, January 1954, section 
1, p. 439-441. 
* * *  
LEGEAR, CLARA EGLI: United States at- 
lases; a catalog of national, state, county, city, 
and regional atlases in the Library of Congress 
and cooperating libraries. vol. 2. Library of 
Congress, Washington 25, D. C. 301p. 
* * * 
NERBOSO, SALVATORE D.: U. S. libraries: 
Library Journal, vol. 79, no. 1, January 1, 
1954, p. 20-25. 
* * * 
PETTENGILL, GEORGE E., comp: August Per- 
ret, a partial bibliography: The  Library, 
American Institute of Architects, Washington, 
D. C., 1952. 17p. 
* * *  
POSTELL, PAUL E.  : Unclassfied bibliogra- 
phies of interest to the atomic energy pro- 
gram: Office of Technical Services, Depart- 
ment of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C. 56p. 
r r u  
PRIME, MARGUERITE L.: First international 
congress on medical librarianship: Bulletin of 
the Medical Library Association, vol. 42, no. 1, 
January 1954, p. 32-35. (Reprinted from 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES, v01. 44, no. 8, October 
1953, p. 338-340.) 
r  r  r  
SANDS, ANTIONETTE H.: The desert tamed: 
The Reclamation Era, vol. 39, no. 7, July 
1953, p. 139-141. 
r r *  
SASS, SAMUEL: Some aspects of the indus- 
trial library: Stechert-Hafner Book News, vol. 
8, no. 5, January 1954, p. 49-51. 
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SIMONS, CORINNE MILLER: Sophia Webster 
Lloyd: mother of the Lloyd brothers: Nafional 
Eclectic Medical Quarterly, June and Septem- 
ber, 1953. 
* * * 
SOUTHERN, WALTER A,: Sources of drug 
market data: Drug and Cosmetic Industry, 
vol. 73, no. 9, September 1953, p. 328-29, 
417-421. 
* * *  
SUTHERLAND, ALVERN H., comp: Selected 
bibliography on monetary policy and manage- 
ment of the public debt, 1947-1953: Financial 
Division Bulletin, Special Libraries Associa- 
tion, vol. 16, no. 2, January 1954, p. 11-19. 
* * *  
Petroleum Authority 
Dr. Alfred M. Leeston, distinguished mem- 
ber of the SLA Texas Chapter, noted author- 
ity on petroleum and author of Magic Oil and 
other works, has done a translation of the 
book by Dr. Heinrich Hassmann, Oil in the 
Soviet Union, published recently by the 
Princeton University Press (foreword by E. 
De Golger; 18 maps; 173 p. $3.75) 
Dr. Leeston has added the latest statistics 
and other information available. He has also 
compiled a bibliography and prepared an in- 
dex to increase the usefulness of this volume. 
* * *  
SLA Members In Print 
An illustrated feature article on the new 
library of the American Institute of Archi- 
tects and the AIA librarian, George E. Petten- 
gill, appeared in The Evening Star (Washing- 
ton, D. C.) January 23, 1954. 
* * * 
The Christmas 1953 issue of "The 'Scope" 
carries an illustrated article on the Submarine 
Library of Electric Boat (Division of General 
Dynamics Corporation). Donald Shepard, 
SLA member of the Connecticut Valley Chap- 
ter, is in charge of the collection of books and 
exhibits devoted entirely to submarines. 
* * *  
Marguerite Giezentanner, librarian, Field 
Enterprises (Chicago), and a member of 
SLA's Illinois Chapter, is included in the 
photograph of newly elected officers of the 
Illinois Library Association, which appears in 
the January 15, 1954 issue of Library Journal. 
* * * 
MLA Bulletin 
The Bulletin of the Medical Library Asso- 
ciafion, January 1954, includes the Proceed- 
ings of MLA's 52nd Annual Meeting, June 
16-19, 1953, in Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Among the articles featured in this issue 
are: "Place of the Librarian in the Medical 
Team," by L. Archibald Goodall, M.D.; "Prep- 
aration of Medical Bibliographies," by W. M. 
Gallegher; "Weeding as an Art," by Scott 
Adams; "Current Research in Surgery," by 
W. J. Gillesby, M.D.; "Bookbuyer and the 
Catalog of Holdings," by William Jerome 
Wilson; and additional papers of special in- 
terest. 
* * *  
Translations List 
The long-awaited List of Translations in 
the SLA Translations Pool is now available 
for distribution. Production of the list has 
been a volunteer effort on the part of the 
Translations Committee members and the 
John Crerar Library Staff. Since the Pool 
commenced operations on October 1st under 
its new custodian, approximately 400 transla- 
tions have been received. Eighty of these 
were contributed by New Jersey members who 
collected them as a chapter project-a worthy 
plan for other chapters to follow. 
A copy of the List of Translations (73 
mimeographed pages) may be obtained by 
sending 30 cents to cover the cost of postage 
to: 
SLA Translations Pool, 
John Crerar Library 
86 East Randolph Street 
Chicago 1, Illinois. 
* * * 
Washington Directory 
Library and Reference Facilities in the Area 
of the District of Columbia, that useful direc- 
tory to the government library maze, may be 
ordered by mail a t  $2.50 per copy, postpaid, 
from the Government Order Desk, Brentano's, 
1322 F Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 
Orders should be sent at once since the supply 
is limited. 
* * *  
Snow and Ice Bibliography 
The Technical Information Division, Libra- 
ry of Congress, under an agreement with the 
Snow, Ice, and Permafrost Research Estab- 
lishment, (SIPRE), Corps of Engineers, U. S. 
Army, is preparing a continuing bibliography 
with abstracts on the basic properties and ap- 
plications of snow, ice, and perennially and 
seasonally frozen ground. I t  is hoped that 
all existing technical information on these 
subjects will be covered. Abstracts have been 
made from works published in 16 languages. 
Abstracts are printed on three-by-five inch 
cards with appropriate descriptive and subject 
cataloging. To  date, over 1500 different head- 
ings have been used. Any number of cards 
may be ordered at  a price of 3 cents each. 
Orders or inquiries should be directed to the 
SIPRE Bibliographic Project, Technical In- 
formation Division, Library of Congress, 
Washington 25, D. C. 
* * *  
MLA Meeting 
The Medical Library Association will hold 
its fifty-third annual meeting, June 15 - 18, 
1954, in Washington, D. C. MLA President 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
Marion Dondale, librarian a t  Albany Medical 
College, Albany, New York, will open the 
meeting. Lieut. Col. Frank B. Rogers of the 
Armed Forces Medical Library will serve as 
general chairman of the meeting. 
r r r  
ACSM Meeting 
The American Congress on Surveying and 
Mapping will hold its Fourteenth Annual 
Meeting and Exhibit in Washington, D. C., a t  
the Hotel Shoreham, March 22-24, 1954. The 
theme of this meeting is "Surveying and 
Mapping in a Business Economy." 
Mrs. Marie C. Goodman, chairman of the 
SLA Committee on Map Resources, will pre- 
sent a paper on "Map Library Resources in 
the United States and Canada" a t  the Monday 
afternoon session, March 22nd. 
r  r  r  
Chicago Conference 
The Nineteenth Annual Conference of the 
University of Chicago Graduate Library 
School will be held from June 14 - 18, 1954, 
and will deal with the subject "The Function 
of the Library in the Modern College." As in 
the past, the program will include papers by 
distinguished speakers, representing college 
and university educators, as well as leading 
librarians in the college library field. 
A leaflet describing the detailed program 
of the Conference will be available soon upon 
request. For further information address the 
Dean of the Graduate Library School, Uni- 
versity of Chicago, Chicago 37, Illinois. 
r r *  
Michigan Workshop 
A Workshop on Mechanizing Information 
will be offered a t  the University of Michigan, 
Department of Library Science, August 2-14, 
1954. I t  will comprise lectures on coordinate 
indexing and the logic of its use in manual 
and mechanized information service, integrated 
with a workshop investigation of these tech- 
niques, and the preparation of a coordinate 
index. The course will be given by Cloyd 
Dake Gull, formerly of the Library of Con- 
gress and now of Documentation, Inc. I t  will 
be preceded by two six-week courses intended 
for special librarians: a general course on in- 
dustrial libraries, and a bibliographical course 
in science and technology, both to be taught 
by Mary Devereaux, librarian, Mead Johnson 
Research Laboratories, Evansville, Indiana. 
For further information write to Depart- 
ment of Library Science, University of Mich- 
igan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
* * * 
Medical Literature Service 
The Library of the College of Physicians of 
Philadelphia (Pennsylvania) announced, re- 
cently, the inauguration of a Medical Litera- 
ture Service intended to provide a personalized 
service for individuals and organizations in tho 
fields of the medical and biological sciences. 
The Medical Literature Service will offer 
translating, abstracting, and other bibliogra- 
phical services such as the compiling and 
checking of lists of references. The basic rate 
for these services is $3.50 per hour. 
The Medical Literature Service will supply 
a regular listing of current references on 
specified subjects. The rates for this service 
are $3. per month for each subject searched 
in the English language and $3. additional for 
foreign language material. Fifteen cents will 
be charged for each reference found. Special 
rates may be charged for subjects which would 
require more detailed research or would cover 
a broad field. 
Inquiries concerning this service should be 
addressed to: 
Mrs. Virginia Beatty, Director 
Medical Literature Service 
College of Physicians of Philadelphia 
19 South 22nd Street 
Philadelphia 3, Pa. 
Florida Assistantships 
The University of Florida Libraries is offer- 
ing two graduate assistantships in the academic 
year 1954-1955 for study leading to a master 
or doctoral degree in a subject field other than 
library science. Graduate assistants work ap- 
proximately fifteen hours per week in the 
Library, assisting in bibliographical research. 
Stipend is $1,200 for a nine month period 
and holders of assistantships are exempt from 
out-of-state tuition fees. The deadline for 
filing formal application is March 31, 1954. 
Inquiries are invited from librarians or 
students in library schools who are interested 
in advanced work in subject fields. Applica- 
tions should be  made to: Director of Libraries, 
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida. 
European Library Tour 
Gerard L. Alexander, Map Division, New 
York Public Library, will personally conduct 
for the third consecutive summer the 1954 
Grand Tour of Europe, including libraries, 
for the American Travel Company. This tour, 
which has been especially planned for librari- 
ans and their friends, includes the following 
thirteen countries: England, Denmark, Sweden, 
Germany, Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg, 
Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Italy, 
Monaco and France. Among the libraries vis- 
ited will be the British Museum and the 
Bibliothhque Nationale. The  all expense tour, 
priced a t  $1196, includes either Cabin Class 
on the French liner LibertB, June 17-August 
9, or a KLM, Royal Dutch Airlines flight, 
June 25-August 1. For full details of the 
tour and descriptive folder "L" write to 
Gerard L. Alexander, c/o American Travel 
Company, 11 West 42nd Street, New York 
26. New York. 
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Geography and Map 
BOLIVIA. Land, People and Institutions. By 
OJen E. Leonard. Washington, D. C.: Scare- 
crow Press, 1952. 297p. $6. 
CLIMATE, VEGETATION & MAN. By Leonard 
Hadlow. New York: Philosophical Library, 
1953. 288p. $4.75. 
CONTEMPORARY ETHIOPIA. By David Abner 
Talbot. New York: Philosophical Library, 
1952. 267p. $4.50. 
THE CONQUEST OF EVEREST. By Sir John 
Hunt (with a chapter on the final assault 
by Sir Edmund H i l l a r ~ ) .  New York: Dut- 
ton, 1954, 300p. $6. 
THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF CEYLON. 
Report of a Mission Organized by the In- 
ternational Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development a t  the Request of the Govern- 
ment of Ceylon. Baltimore, Md.: Johns 
Hopkins Press, 1953. 829p. $7.50. 
THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF IRAQ. Re- 
port of a Mission Organized by the Inter- 
national Bank for Reconstruction and De- 
velopment at the Request of the Govern- 
ment of Iraq. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
Press, 1952. 463p. $5. 
GEOGRAPHY FROM THE AIR. By F. Walker. 
New York: Dutton, 1953. l l l p .  $7.50. Ex- 
plains and illustrates (96 plates, 3 dia- 
grams) the use of air photography in the 
study of geography. 
GEOGRAPHY I N  THE TWENTIETH CENTURY. A 
Study of Growth, Fields, Techniques, Aims 
and Trends. Edited by Griffith Taylor. 2nd 
ed. rev. New York: Philosophical Library, 
1953. 661p. $8.75. 
GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE. Edited by George W. 
Hoffman. New York: Ronald Press, 1953. 
775p. $7.50. 
GEOLOGY OF INDIA. By D. N. Wadia. 3rd ed. 
New York: St. Martin's Press, 1953. 531p. 
$10. 
GERMANY. A General and Regional Geogra- 
phy. By Robert E. Dickinson. New York: 
Dutton, 1953. 700p. $10. 
THE MAPMAKER'S ART. Essays on the History 
of Maps. By Edward Lynam. London: 
Batchworth Press (available from British 
Book Centre, New York), 1953. 140p. $4.50. 
MAP INTERPRETATION. By G. H.  Dury. Lon- 
don: Pitman (available from British Book 
Centre), 1952. 203p. $3.25. 
MODERN GERMAN HISTORY. By Ralph Flenley. 
New York: Dutton, 1953. 406p. $6. 
MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF LAND FORMS. 
A contribution to Physical Geology. By 
WaJther Penck. New York: St. Martin's 
Press, 1953. 429p. $8. 
THE MOUNT EVEREST RECONNAISSANCE EX- 
PEDITION. By Eric Shipton. New York: 
Dutton, 1952. 128p. $6. Brief account of 
the 1951 expedition illustrated by 100 
photographs. 
NORTH AMERICA. An Historical, Economic 
and Regional Geography. By LI. Rodwell 
Jones and P. W. Bryan. 9th ed. rev. New 
York: Dutton, 1950. 582p. $5.50. 
SEVEN YEARS I N  TIBET. By Heinrich Harrer. 
New York: Dutton, 1954. 314p. $5. The 
adventures of an Austrian World War I1 
internee who escaped from India to find 
sanctuary in Tibet after a twenty-one 
month journey across the Himalayas. 
THE SOUTH AMERICAN HANDBOOK 1953. A 
Year Book and Guide to the Countries and 
Resources of South and Central America, 
Mexico and Cuba. Edited by Howell Davies. 
30th ed. London: Trade and Travel Publi- 
cations (available from H. W. Wilson, New 
York) 1953. 786p. $2. 
SURINAM. Recommendations for a Ten Year 
Development Program. Report of a Mission 
Organized by the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development at the 
Request of the Governments of the Nether- 
lands and of Surinam. Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins Press, 1952. 271p. $5. 
WOMAN'S GUIDE T 3  EUROPE. Edited by Eu- 
gene Fodor. New York: David McKay, 
1953. 456p. $3.95. A delightful and prac- 
tical guidebook designed to help the Ameri- 
can woman make the most of her European 
visit. Covers 2 1 countries. 
THE YEAR BOOK AND GUIDE TO EAST AFRICA. 
Including Egypt, Sudan, Eritrea, Somali- 
land, Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika, Zanzibar, 
Nyasaland, Portuguese East Africa, the 
Congo, Mauritius, Madagascar, Reunion, 
Seychelles, etc. with Atlas, Folding Map, 
Town Plans and Route Maps. Edited by 
A. Gordon-Brown. London: Dobert Hale 
(available from H. W. Wilson) 1954. 524p. 
$3. 
THE YEAR BOOK AND GUIDE TO SOUTHERN 
AFRICA. Including the Union of South 
Africa, Northern and Southern Rhodesia, 
South West Africa, Angola, etc. with Atlas, 
Town Plans, Route Maps, etc. Edited by 
A. Gordon-Brown. London: Robert Hale 
(available from H. W. Wilson) 1954. 986p. 
$3. 
Annual subscription 
published quarterly by the S-T Pharma- 
ceutical Section of SLA, is $3, and not 
as noted in the February issue of SPE- 
CIAL LIBRARIES. 
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE RESEARCH IN TISSUE 
CULTURE, 1884-1950. An Index to the Lit- 
erature of the Living Cell Cultivated in 
Vitro. 2 vols. Supplementary Author List, 
1950-(October 1953). Compiled by Mar- 
garet R. Murray and Gertrude Kopech. 
New York. Academic Press, 1953. 1741p. 
$24. 
Bibliographies are generally compiled by 
two distinct kinds of people: specialists in 
the field with little or no bibliographic train- 
ing or experience, and bibliographers who 
know little about the subject. Occasionally, 
of course, there is a person who is both a 
workmanlike bibliographer and a professional 
scientist and the result is splendid bibliogra- 
phy, but the time-factor alone keeps this group 
small. Each kind of bibliographer brings ad- 
vantages and disadvantages to his work: the 
subject specialist generally produces an  incom- 
plete, inconsistent, and often incorrect bibli- 
ography, but he brings a judgment to his 
work which tends to see to i t  that  the missing 
material is of comparatively unimportant 
stature, and that it is possible for others to 
obtain the originals. 
The professional bibliographer, on the other 
hand, turns out a more finished work. His 
references are correct and complete and his 
arrangement logical. He has generally found 
a great deal more literature than has the sci- 
entist; in some cases, because of his inability 
to evaluate easily what he has amassed, he 
has included everything and made his work 
too massive for easy use. 
T o  do away with these difficulties, a spe- 
cialist in tissue culture, Dr. Margaret R. 
Murray, of the College of Physicians and 
Surgeons, Columbia University, and a profes- 
sional librarian, Gertrude Kopech, have col- 
laborated in producing this bibliography, 
which has been handsomely printed by the 
Academic Press. Some idea of the difficulty 
of their task is shown by the fact that in five 
years 29,000 articles had to be read in their 
entirety in order to furnish 15,000 references 
which are cited 86,000 times. 
In  a subject which has extended over nearly 
seventy-five years, the problem of changing 
terminology has had to be met; this the com- 
pilers have done, with the help of other spe- 
cialists, some of whom made available their 
own personal files. The subject headings ap- 
pear to be adequate and well-chosen. 
Two things might have been added to make 
this work even more useful: one is annotations 
to some or most of the references; the other 
is a discussion of the bibliographic technique 
used, with some indication of the number and 
overlap of the sources consulted. Even with- 
out these the list will be extremely useful. 
ESTELLE BRODMAN 
BIBLIOGRAPHY SF TRANSLATIONS FROM RUS- 
SIAN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL LITERA- 
TURE. Prepared by The Scientific Transla- 
tions Center under the sponsorship of The 
National Science Foundation and The  
Atomic Energy Commission. Available from 
Card Division (beginning with List No. 4, 
January 1954), Library of Congress, Wash- 
ington 25, D. C. Subscription. $3. Single 
issue 25 cents. 
Monthly listings of translations loaned or 
deposited with the Scientific Translations 
Center. When possible, lists will include 
notices of translations available by direct 
purchase from commercial and other trans- 
lation services. 
INDEX TRANSLATIONUM. International Bibli- 
ography of Translations. Vol. 4. Paris: 
UNESCO (available from Columbia Uni- 
versity Press, New York) 1952. 565p. $10. 
Contains bibliographies from 44 countries. 
OBITUARIES 
Jesse Edward Cross, for more than twenty 
years head of the business branch of the 
Brooklyn Public Library died on October 1, 
1953. 
Mr. Cross, a leading authority on business 
reference service, served as editor and review- 
er of business books for the Library Journal, 
and as co-editor of Brooklyn Public Library's 
Service to Business. H e  was a member of the 
SLA New York Chapter. 
* * * 
Edith Elliott Farrington, formerly reference 
librarian of the U. S .  Naval Ordnance Test 
Station, Inyokern, California, died on July 
31, 1953. 
Mrs. Farrington was a member of SLA 
Southern California Chapter. 
* * * 
Dr. Reginald Fitz, librarian of the Schools 
of Medicine and Public Health, Harvard Uni- 
versity, died on. May 27, 1953. 
Dr. Fitz was a member of SLA's Boston 
Chapter. 
* * *  
Mabel Beth Hart, associate chief librarian 
for the Standard Oil Development Company 
in Linden, New Jersey, died on December 
7, 1953. 
Miss Hart  was a member of the New Jersey 
Chapter of SLA. 
* * * 
Sara White Motherwell, cataloger with the 
Bureau of Ships Technical Library, died on 
November 7, 1953. 
Mrs. Motherwell, an active member of 
SLA's Washington Chapter, was joint editor 
of the Union List of Serials in Naval Libraries 
of the Washington Area. 
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CALENDAR 
MARCH 19 
SLA Georgia Chapter. Marietta,. Ga. 
Engineering Library. Lockheed Aircraft 
Coraoration. 
MARCH 22-24 
American Congress on Surveying and 
Mapping. Washington, D. C. Shoreham 
Hotel. Annual Meeting. 
MARCH 26 
SLA Colmado Chapter. Bosses' Annual 
Dinner Meeting. Denver. Golden Lan- 
tern Restaurant. 
APRlL 1-2 
National Microfilm Association Conven- 
tion. Cleveland, Ohio. Carter Hotel. 
APRlL 3 
SLA Philadelphia Council. Trip. 
APRlL 8-9 
Library Binding Institute. Washington, 
D. C .  Statler Hotel. Annual Conventlon. 
APRIL-22 
SLA Pittsburgh Chapter. Annual Chap- 
ter Meeting. 
APRlL 24 
SLA Heart-of-America Chapter. Wichita. 
Kansas. Tour of Boelng Plant. 
APRlL 29-30 
Society for the Advancement of Man- 
agement. New York City. Statler Hotel. 
Time Study and Methods Conference. 
APRlL 30 
SLA Montreal Chapter. LaSalle Hotel 
Annual Meetlng and Banquet. 
MAY 9-14 
National Conference of Social Wmk. 
Atlantic City, N. J. Ambassador and 
Ritz-Carlton Hotels. 
MAY 17-20 
SLA Annual Convention. Cincinnati. 
Ohio. Netherland Plaza Hotel. 
JUNE 14-18 
University of Chicago Graduate Library 
School. Chicago. Nineteenth Annual 
Cdnference. 
JUNE 15-18 
Medical Library Association. Washing- 
ton, D. C. Statler Hotel. 53rd Annual 
Meeting. 
JUNE 19-20 
Library Building Institute. St. Paul. 
Minn. Pre-conference. 
Annual Conference. 
ART GUILD BINDERY, 
I 324 E. 9th Street, Cincinnati 2, Ohio 
HEAD CATALOGUER 
Attractive opening for trzined cataloguer 
to work in technical library of large and 
expanding midwestern researcl? organlza- 
tion. Scientific background desirable. Ex- 
cellent promotional- opportunities in a 
stable, progressive concern employing 
about 2200. For prompt, confidential con- 
sideration, please write to 
BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE 
505 King Avenue 
Columbus 1, Ohio 
CHEMIST - LIBRARIAN 
Wanted. to assume resaonsibilitv for & G Z K '  functionine of 20.b00-volume re- 
-~ ~ -..-- ~ -~~ 
search library an: to edit weekly ab- 
stract bulletm. Scient~tic background and 
library administratwe experience are re- 
quired. Send personal resume to 
A. C. Moore, Assistant Manager 
Parke, Davis 8 Company 
Research Laboratories 
Detroit 32, Michigan 
CHEMICAL LIBRARIAN 
I Large petroleum and chemical research laboratory in California has opening foz' an experienced chemical librarian. Excel- lent oguortunitg for advancement for 
properly qualified individual. Basic re- 
quirenients: B.S. or MS. in Chemistry, I r ~ a d i n c  facilitv in at  least two foreign I l%ua'kcs. i,nd five years experlcncc in'.a technical Ilbrary. M.S in L~brary Science dcsrrable; knorvlcdw of pctrolcum tech- I nology and supervisory experience help- ful. Write giving background and re- - - - 
quirements. 
SHELL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 
EMERYVILLE, CALIFORNIA 
NC. 1- 
A SPECIAL BINDERY for 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 1 A CERTIFIED LIBRARY BINDERY 
Serving Nationally Known Colleges, Universities, 
Special ,  Research and Publ ic  Libraries. 
I We Bind Your Books . . . . Not Store Them . . . . Thirty-Day Delivery 
Please Mention Special Libraries When Answering Adverfisements 
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MAP COLLECTIONS 
in the United States and Canada 
A new directory describing 527 pri- 
vate and public map collections, 
completely indexed 
0 Based on a survey made by the Map 
Resources Committee of the SLA 
Geography and Map Division in co- 
operation with the Library of Con- 
gress 
A new reference tool for librarians, 
research a n a l y s t s ,  e n g i n e e r s  and 
others using maps. 
170 pages Price $3.00 
Order your copy now 
from 
Special Libraries Association 
31 East 10th Street, New York 3 
Expert Service on 
MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS I 
for 
Special Libraries I 
Faxon's Librarians Guide 
free on request 
We stock, volumes, sets, runs and odd 
issues of over 2 million back numbers. I 
F. W. FAXON CO., INC. 
83-91 Francis Street Boston 15, Mau. 
1954 GRAND europe I 
TOUR OF 
Either Cabin Class LIBERTE, June 17-August 9 
Or KLM Royal Dutch Air Line, June 25-Aug. 1 
1 0 1  f ! l l l  116 t / l l t ~  W I l t C  f t l l  I / (  \ i f  1ptzlY 
j f , l f ?  I, 
AMERICAN TRAVEL COMPANY 
11 West 42nd St. New York 36, N .  Y. I 
SPECTROCHIMICA 
ACTA 
Full Size Reprint Now Ready 
Volume 1, 1939-1941, bound, $20 
Volume 11, 1941-1944, bound, $20 
We have reprinted these volumes 
of the international research journal 
SPECTROCHIMICA ACTA to enable 
libraries to complete their holdings, 
and to assist those who have only 
recently begun to subscribe to this 
journal. Both volumes have been out 
of print and unobtainable since the 
war. 
Also auailab2e : 
Volume 111, 1948 $1 6.80 
Volume IV, 1950-1 952 $20.00 
Volume V, 1952 $16.00 
Volume VI, (current vol.) $16.00 
C o n t r i b u t i o n s  a r e  i n  Engl ish .  
French and German. with summaries 
in English. A detailed prospectus. 
incorporating the index to \olulues I 
and 11. is available on request. 
Lange, Maxwell & Springer, Inc. 
122 East 55 Street New York 22 
Please Mention Special Libraries W h e n  Answering Advertisements 
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( NOW YOU can I 
Copy Anything, 
Anywhere in 
40  SECONDS 
Store TWICE -as many books 
in your present floor space 
Do it as only portable Contoura- 
Constat can . . . photo-copy (up to 
8%" x 14") anything printed, writ- 
ten, typed or drawn; saves long- 
hand-copying, p r o o f r e a d  i n  g, time, 
errors. Portable, fits in briefcase . . . 
use anywhere. CONTOURA Portable 
Photo-Copier reproduces book or 
magazine pages as easily as letters. 
CONSTAT Portable Dry Processor 
develops without mess, darkroom. 
GUARANTEED 
*WRITE for FREE Brochure * 
540 High St. Deep River, Conn. 
with STOR-ST O book drawers 
These smooth-operat ing,  space-saving 
drawers, spanning every other range aisle, 
now enable you to  increase your present 
book storage capaci ty by as much as 
114%. Ames Stor-Mor Book Drawers are 
easi ly instal led,  us ing  the  upr igh ts  of 
your  present f reestanding o r  mul t i - t ie r  
steel  shelving, o r  by  mak ing complete 
ins ta l la t ion  fo r  new bui ld ings.  Drawers 
are adjustable and freely interchangeable 
with regular shelves. 
Our helpful i l lustratedfolder w i l l  show you 
how compact storage using Stor-Mor Book 
Drawers can substantially increase your 
storage space. Write for  a copy today. 
* Trade Mark 
W.R.RmES CO. 
E~toblirhed 1910 
BOOKSTACK DIVISION 
110 Wooper Street. S a n  F r a n c i s c o  I ,  C a l i f o r n i a  
Representatives in Principal Cities 
FREESTANDING STEEL LIBRARY SHELVING . MULTI-TIER 
BOOKSTACK CONSTRUCTION . BOOKSTACK ACCESSORIES 
Please Mention Special Libraries When Answering Advertisements 
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Reprint ready Summer 1954: 
Gustav Lindau and Paul Sydow 
THESAURUS LITTERATURAE MYCOLOGICAE 
ET LICHENOLOGICAE RATIONE HABITA 
PRAECIPUE OMNIUM QUAE ADHUC SCRIPTA 
SUNT DE MYCOLOGIA APPLICATA QUEM 
CONGESSERUNT G. LINDAU ET P. SYDOW 
5 volumes, Berlin, 1908-17, 3,652 pages 
Cloth bound set, $100.00 
The first three volumes of this standard work consist of a carefully compiled 
record of all known publications on mycology (including lichenology and plant 
pathology) up to and including 1910. Listings are made chronologically by 
authors. 
Two additional volumes present the same material topically under such 
headings as geographical distribution, fungus groups, crops involved as hosts, 
etc. This set, long out of print, is invaluable to workers in mycology and 
plant pathology, supplying the necessary historical background through its 
bibliography. 
JOHNSON REPRINT CORPORATION 
The NEW 
Filmstrip Guide 
Completely Revised, 3rd Edition, 1954 
New and completely revised, this comprehensive Guide 
lists 5,882 35mm filmstrips released since 1947. The Guide 
lists under each entry: date of release, whether sound or 
silent, color, grade level, key to source of purchase, price 
if not free, and whether a study aid accompanies. A Direc- 
tory of Main Sources is at the end. 
Part I is an alphabetic and subject index of all the film- 
strips, by individual title, series title, and subject. Part I1 
classifies the strips by subject matter according to the 
Dewey Decimal System and includes descriptive data plus 
order numbers for Library of Congress catalog cards. 
Supplementary service annually and semi-annually. 
$5.00 (bound volume); $5.00 (supplement service for 31h years); 
$8.50 (special combination offer for both parts of the service, ordered 
and billed at  one time) 
THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY 
950-972 University Avenue New York 52, N. Y. 
Please Mention Special Libraries When Answering Advertisements 
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Was there ever such a thing as 
JJ3  kivilized warfare . 
READ THE PROVOCATIVE ANSWER IN - 
Advance to 
Barbarism 
HOW THE REVERSION TO BARBARISM IN WARFARE 
AND WAR-TRIALS MENACES OUR FUTURE 
By F- J.  P- VEALE, with a Foreword by the Rev. 
William Ralph Inge, former Dean of St. Paul's 
"The most important book in support of real peace to be published in 
our generation." John Haynes Holmes adds: "It is a tremendous piece of work. 
. 1 do not know when a book has so absorbed and stirred me. Here is the complete and 
final indictment of war. Set in the history of our time, this brilliant and terrifying book 
is the supreme challenge to mankind to end war before it is too latr." 
ADVANCE TO BARBARISM treats the following topics on the basis of wide 
historical knowledge and keen legal analysis; ( 1 )  the evolution of warfare to the rise 
of a civilized code of warfare that lasted from 1700 through the first World War ;  
(2)  the complete destruction of civilized warfare and the reversion to barbarism as a 
result of the indiscriminate strategic air bombardment of civilians and civilian property 
in the second World War ;  ( 3 )  the Nuremberg and other post-war trials, which demon- 
strated that the leaders on the losing side in future world wars will be liquidated, and 
made it certain that no means of destruction required to obtain victory will remain 
unused in warfare, thus assuring limitless destruction of lives and property; and (4 )  the 
constant menace to mankind and civilization now that the Orwellian stage of perpetual 
cold or phony war has arrived. Hence it is a book of prime and immedia t~  personal 
significance to every American, young and old, alike. 
"To his honor, E'. .T. 1'. Venle correctly ~lWrribcs the indis('rin~inate slaugl~ter of civilians 
hg the world's so-called 'Strategic Air Forces,' the judicial lynchers of the 
Suremberg mock trials and, most of all, the vile theories of war now current."- 
HOFFIIAS S I F K E I ~ O S .  
"The case for civilization! ".In important and deeply disturbing book."-The Law 
Times (London). "A book of great importance. Displaying the rare cornhination 
of a deep knowle(1g.e of military history and an acute legal insight. it is a 
brilliant and conmgeous exposition of the case for civilization." - CAPT. Russa1.r. 
GRRXFELT.. 
"Outstanding" . . . "Impressive." '"l'l~is is a rcrg ontstnncling I~onk . . . Tlre author 
shows a real knowletlgr of war." -- (:ENRRAI, 1 .  F. C.  Vur.r.a~t. "hlost interesting 
and i~nl~ressiw." -FAIT. 13. 11. T . I I ~ I ) E L T .  HAIIT. 
Illustrated, 322 pages, indexed, 64.50 at booksellers, or postpaid from 
C. C. NELSON COMPANY,  Publishers, APPLETON, WlSCONSiN 
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138 SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
THE BRITISH BOOK CENTRE 
announces for all libraries 
a new, better discount schedule 
E FFECTIVE immediately, library orders for books published in England will be filled at the official rate of 14 cents to the 
shilling - the equivalent of the British published price. 
In the past we filled library orders at one-third discount of our 
retail price. This new, net billing will save you money on books 
purchased-a book retailing at $3.00 will cost you only $1.82- 
and you buy and pay bills in dollars, an added advantage. 
122 East 55th Street, New York 22 
THf  BLfTGHfR - f lMHORS COmPflllSI 
Pr in ters  a n d  Publ ishers  
FIFI'H FLOOR . . . REA BUILDING 
7 0 4  S E C O N D  A V E N U E  
P I T T S B U R G H  19, P E N N A .  
I I - 
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Bring your library equipment planning problems to L m A  
By utilizing the unmatched skill and 
experience of Virginia Metal Products 
you secure greatest benefits in new 
construction or remodeling. F o r  VMP 
bookstacks, carrels and books convey- 
ors  now function in America's newest. 
most modern l ibrar ies . .  . large and 
small. 
Virginia Metal Products. Inc.. large, modern Of rugged, durable steel, VMP book- 
plant in Orange, Virginia for production of 
library equipment. comprises 170,000 sq. ft .  
stacks and equipment never warp, sag, 
crack or change dimension. You get  - - .. - - . . . . -
m a ~ i m n m  snac.~;tilization. The clean. 
.....U..' ...-..- . - - -  - 
and equipment the ultimate 
in functional beauty. 
VnlIRC r P n l n r f n l  l ihrslrv 
VMP STEEL LIBRARY STACKS and equip- on shelves, stacks, carrels seminar 
ment add functional beauty to modern libraries. studv rooms. C O ~ V ~ Y O ~ S ,  file systems, 
Two New Titles : I f 
SCIENTIFIC PAPERS 
presented to 
MAX BORN 
Contributors: L. de B r o g l i e ,  R. Courant, 
A. Eeinstein, Th. V. Karman, E. Schroedinger 
Cl. $2.50 
* * *  
EXERCISES IN THEORETICAL STATISTICS 
by 
M. G. KENDALL 
Cl. $3.50 
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HAFNER PUBLISHING COMPANY 
31 EAST TENTH STREET, NEW YORK 3 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
I 
L Thrifty Way 
Try this simple, proved method of 
arranging magazines in complete 
volumes - at low cost 
Russell Sage College Library, Troy, N. Y., had 
a problem - one perhaps similar to yours. 
Thousands of periodicals had accumulated in 
untidy bundles. It became imperative to find a 
way to bind these periodicals inexpensively, 
and with limited help. 
They decided to try the Gaylord Magic-Mend 
and Case Binder method, with student help. 
The results, as shown in these pictures, speak for 
cent of binding bills. In addition 
it is gradually erasing an eye- 
sore and is  creating neat, 
functional volumes on open 
shelves easily accessible to 
circular. 
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N O W  F O R  Q U I C K ,  R E A D Y  R E F E R E N C E  
M O R E  T H A N  1 0 . 5 0 0  T I T L E S  
Scientific, Medical and 
Technical Books 
published in U.S.A. 
The  -rvontl s u p l ~ l t m e l ~ t  of thiq importar~t  verie. 
brings it up-to-datt, through 1952. Descriptions o f  
each Iwoh a te rage  200 \cords in addition to full 
table of  coutents for  most entrirs. Strongl) b o u ~ ~ t l .  
8 u 11 i n c h .  gladlr srnt  on appro\ al. 
Author lndex 
Subject lndex 
Directory of Publishers 
Base Volume, 1930-1944 
5 139 titles, 1 130 pages 
$20 Net Postpaid 
First Supplement 
2583 Titles, 526 pages 
$10 Net Postpaid 
Second Supplement 
2844 Titles, 580 pages 
$10 Net Postpaid 
R. R. BOWKER COMPANY 62 w'. 11.5 Street. Net\. York 36. N. Y .  
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